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Abstract 

This dissertation is a combination of three chaptea on three empirical finance issues. 

In chapter 1 "Are Term Premia Mean Reverting", we attempt to explain the mean 

reversion evidence in US Treasury bill (T-bill) forward rates that indicates either market 

inefficiency or existence of speculative dynamics in models with t h e  invariant terni 

premia. Accepting term premia as time variant and explicitly modeling the fonvard rates 

using a mdtifactor GARCH mode1 under the rational expectation and efficiency market 

hypotheses, we fmd that the estimated term premia do exhibit the mean reversion 

property, thus reconciling the evidence of mean reversion with market eficiency theory. 

Chapter 2 "Do Asymmetric Taxes Have a Say on Fomd-futures Spreads? -- An 

Empirical Investigation" is aimed to explore whether different tax treatment of ordinary 

income and capital gains/Iosses in the US can explain the persistent difference between 

fùtures rates and implicit fonvard rates for 9 lday  US T-bills. 

In chapter 2 we revisit the issue on whether asymmetric taxes on capital gains/losses 

versus ordinary income affect the relative yields from forward and tùtures contract for T- 

bill. Under some saingent assumptions that would establish the asymmetric tax treatment 

as the only factor deteminhg forward-fiitures spreads, we denve a formula for implicit 



forward premia based on the observed forward-futures spreads. Empirically, however, we 

find that the estimated marginal tax rates nom the aforementioned reiationship are 

unreaIistically too hi&, thus implying that the tax-based explanation insuffkient. The 

investigation for a later penod of 1987-92 also reveals evidence consistent with findings 

in earlier periods. We further argue that the market demand and supply imbalance of 

futures is the most likely explanation for forward-futures spreads, and the high short 

selling cost in T-bill cash market is the reason behind the demand-supply imbalance. 

In chapter 3 "Semipararnetric Representation of a Generalized Stochastic Volatility 

Mode1 and Hidden Markov Approximation", we proposed a stochastic volatility iiiodel 

with a generalized homogeneous volatility process. The purpose is to circumvent rnodel 

selection problem associated with the volatility process. We also proposed to use a 

discrete state hidden Markov mode1 (HMM) with continuous range observations to 

approximate this generalized model. Under this arrangement, estimation of a stochastic 

volatility model becomes a signal filtration process. The estimation and forecast of 

hidden Markov model are introduced. Empirically, we use the KMM to model several 

major exchange rate tirne series and fmd it performs quite well comparing with the 

popular GARCH models. 
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Preface 

This dissertation contains three essays, in two parts. The first part (chapter 1 and 

chapter 2) examines two einpirical issues related to the efficiency of Treasury bill fu- 

tures markets and US Treasury bill markets. The second part (chapter 3) proposes a 

generalized aochastic volatility model. as an improvement to the stochastic volatility 

models that are popularly used in handling high fiequency financial time series. Al- 

though each chapter focuses on a distinct topic. they do fall into the sarne mbnc of 

empiricai financial economics. 

Before we are c b e d  deep into rnicroscopic finance topics such as those this 

dissertation is studying, it is always important to know where our motivation is. Shcrt- 

term interest rate instruments such as US govemment treasury bills have a tremendous 

bearing in an economy. As the borrowing instruments for govemment to finance its op- 

erations in the short term, treasury bills have far exceeded their onginally designated 

Function. They play a vital role in bridging the gaps between borrowers and lenders. 

private sector and govemment. Because the holding pends are short and default risks 

are Iow. markets for these treasury instruments are highly liquid. This characteristic 

in tum makes treasury products attractive to aii sorts of market participants. For in- 

veston who are holding large arnount of capital and looking for the next Uivestrnent 

opportunity! short-term treaniry markets are ideal temporary storage places. For active 

derivative market participants (hvestors or financial intermediaries), short-terxn gov- 

emment biiis are widely used to hedge risk exposures associated with other financial 



products. Given the importance of these markets. their efficiency is therefore of great 

concern to al1 the participants because it directly affects the allocation of assets. For 

academics. there is an added interest because the efficiency of treasur). inarkets dso  

has significant policy implication. Policy wise. the centrai bank fiequently adjusts the 

short rates (over-night inter-bank borrowing rate and dicount rate) and conducts the 

sosalled open market operations (to buy or sel1 government treasury debentures) to 

control the capital market liquidity to achieve certain goal. The influence of a central 

bank's action will undoubtly be propagated to the capital markets to affect relative bor- 

rowing costs and hence investment decisions. Ultimately the effecti~cness of a central 

bank's operation has to rely on how efficient the capital markets are. The treasury mar- 

kets happen to be the foundation of al1 the credit markets because of the near nsk- fiee 

statu. so it is easy to understand why they are the focal point of studies. 

Academics have long realized the importance of the market efficiency issue. and 

made constant and tremendous effort to prove or disapprove that the asset pnce be- 

haviors do warrant efficient markets. These efforts keep bringing forth alternative 

asset pricirig models. or more advanced statisticai methodobgies. Ironicdiy. as  we 

have gained better understanding of the market mechanism. and as we have developed 

more sophisticate statistical tools to handle pricing of financial instruments and em- 

pincal issues. we are inevitably confionted by emerging new questions. Meanwhile. 



old questions keep resurfacing for explmations with up-to-date sophistication. When 

we started this research project. it was indeed this kind of motivation led to the three 

essays that evennially become the following three chapters. 

Afier decades of research done on the terni structures of interest rates. main- 

stream academics believe that financial markets behave as if the market agent holds 

rational expectations in the sense of Muth ( 196 1 ). To compensate for risk bearing in 

holding debenture instruments for relatively longer horizon, higher interest rates are 

awarded, which are called (loosely) the terni prernia'. Term premia in general. tend to 

increase with holding period in a non-nonotonic fashion. 

Regarding the term premia for a fixed holding period, however. there is no con- 

sensus on whether they should be constant. Even though some people believe there is 

ample evidence of time-variant term premia in the short spectrum of the term struc- 

ture (but much less so in the long spectrum), it is not convincing enough. Much of the 

difficulty lies in the fact that the term premia camot be separately theoreticaily fiom 

forecasting error in most of the term structure models. Without a clear distinction be- 

tween these two. the debate whether term prernia are constant seems to have no end in 

sight. 

It does not mean, however, we are powerless in interpreting evidence before we 

have a theoretical mode1 ui place. Judiciously selected empincal models, as imper- 

' There are subtle difference among three definitions of term premia-holding premia, liquidity pre- 
mia and forward premia See Shiller( 1979). 



fect as they might be due to the lack of theoretical underpinning, could still provide 

enough insight most of the Ume. For instance. Engle's ( 1982) celebrated Autoregres- 

sive Conditional Hetencedasticity (ARCH) model. along with M e r  work, provides 

a very successfbl ad hoc interpretation of statistical evidence that is consistent with 

some well-accepted theory. 

Inspired by the success of empincal modeis such as  ARCH. in chapter 1. we 

anempted to answer a question whether the mean revenion feature in Treasury bill 

forward spread constitutes evidence against the efficient markei theory. For instance. 

in Cutler. Poterba and Summers (1 99 1). when a model with constant term premia is 

assumed. such evidence is interpreted as either predictabili~ or specuiative dynamics. 

and hence impiies market inefficiency. either way. In a theory with tirne-variant term 

premia. this conclusion cannot be drawn in such a straightforward way because it is 

not clear to which part the predictability should be attributed. the implicit premia or 

forecasting error. It is therefore left to show whether term premia are characterized by 

the mean revenion property and if so, whether that part of predictability c m  account 

for al1 the evidence. as efficient market theory wouid imply. 

We used a r e m  regression methodology to test for mean reversion in the for- 

ward market for US treasury bills over the period 1966 to 1 995. and found substantial 

evidence of mean revenion in forward spreads over 12 to 24-month horizon with one 

to ten-month in manirity. We then used a multi-factor GARCH model to estimate the 



holding premia implicit in the excess return series of treasury bills, and subsequently 

rolled hem over to denve forward premia estimates. Indeed we found that fonvard 

prernia extracted in such a way exhibited the mean reversion property and could ac- 

count for vimially al1 the evidence, thus reconciling the evidence of mean reversion 

with market efficiency. 

Asset pricing models consist of two major types: equilibrium models and arbi- 

trage models. Market efficiency tests based on equilibrium models rely heavily on the- 

ory to provide testable predictions, while tests based on arbitrage models corne much 

more handy because only market prices for relevant financial assets are required. Mar- 

ket efficiency, in an arbitrage pricing mode1 setting, means an identical price for al1 

assets with the same payoffs, taking al1 possible institutional effects into considera- 

tion. One of the puzzles up io date is the price disparity between Treasury bill forward 

and futures contracts. In the past. it has been conjectured that di fferent tau treatment 

of income and capital gains might be able to account for the difference (see Ark 198 1. 

for example). However. no rigorous empirical study (by today's standard) has been 

conducted to andyze the tax effect. Past midies, either not realizing the existence of 

terni premia, or not incorporating the fact the term premia are time-variant in the short 



spectrum of the term structure', are not satisfj6ng. Therefore. revisiting of the topic is 

very much of interest. 

Chapter 2. Do Asymmenic Tares Have a Suy on Fomard-furures Spreads? - 

An Empirical Invesiigafion. is aimed to answer this age-old question - whether the 

asymrnetric taxes could explain the difference between T-bill htures rates and the cor- 

responding fonvard rates implicit in the term structure of interest rates. With time 

varying term prernia and some stringent assumptions such as prohibitive high short 

selling cost in the cash Treasuy bill market, we build a mode1 that attributes the 

forward-fûtures spread to asymmetric tax treatment of ordinary income and capital 

gains/losses. Within this framework, a reiationship among the embodied term pre- 

mia, fonvard-futures spreads and the marginal investor's marginal tax rates can be 

established. We then use the observed forward-futures spreads to infer the marginal 

tax rates. Results show that the inferred tax rates are too high to be comparable to 

the taxes in real world, indicating that the tau-based explanation insufficient. In ab- 

sence of a legitimate institutional effect that cm cause the forward-futures spread in 

the duaI market (cash market and f'tures market) environment. the findings in dus 

chapter suggest that the demand and supply conditions in each market might be the ul- 

* The ueasury bills h m  which forward and fùtures contracts are denved are of rnanirity of 9 1 day S. 
ïhey are, as a matter of fact, the treasury debenhires with the shortest maturity issueci by US govern- 
ment. 



timate dnving forces for equilibrium prices, and the high shon selling cost in the T-bill 

cash market could be the reason of demand-supply imbalance. 

In the methodology side of the empirical hancial studies. numerous applica- 

tions have dernonstrated that GARCH models or stochastic volatility models' are very 

useful tools. As a matter of fact, these models have been widely accepted by empirical 

economeaicians and financial practitioners. Despite the success. however. applica- 

tions of these models do not always corne handy. for the obvious reason that there is 

no theoretical guidance for the model's specification of implicit volarility process. In 

practice, most o f  the time the model selection involves selecting appropriate functional 

forms for both the first and second moments of a time series. on a trial and error ba- 

sis. C ha pter 3. Semipammetric Representation of a Generaiized Stochastic Voiatiiity 

Madei and Hidden Markov Approximation was motivated by thoughts as to whether 

there could be an easier way to circumvent this onerous model selection burden. 

In chapter 3, we propose a discrete hidden Markov mode1 to approximate a 

generai class of stochastic volatility models with homogenous volatility processes. in- 

cluding the most popular Ornstein-Uhlenbeck vpe process as speciai case. Under this 

proposal, the volatility estimation becomes a signal filtration process. The advantage 

of this model is that it ailows for unknown forms of volatility processes. resulting in 

an easier model selection in empirical t h e  senes analysis. Empirical applications of 

It was proved by Nelson and Forst ( 1991), and Nelson ( t W6), GARCH models and stochastic 
volatility models are respectively discrete and continuous time counterparts. 



this mode1 on foreign exchange rate t h e  series demonstrate that. though more compu- 

tationally demanding, this model tends to deliver better performance in specification 

tests than some popular GARCH models. As promising as it is. this chapter only at- 

tempted some specific application. Further studies such as the statistical inference of 

model estimations and how to apply this mode1 to price derivative products are needed. 



Chapter 1 
Are Forward Premia Mean Reverting? 

1.1 Introduction 

C d e r ,  Poterba and Summers ( 1 99 1 ) (hereafler CPS ( 1 99 1 )) document evidence of 

mean reversion in excess bond r e m s  using a mndel which assumes that short-term 

interest rates follow a random walk, and t e m  premia are time-invariant4. Ln models 

with time-invariant term prernia, these results can be interpreted as evidence of mar- 

ket inefficiency or speculative dynamics5. However, such a conclüsion would not be 

forthcoming in models with time-varying term premia. There exists ample evidence 

of time variation in term premia implicit in the T-bill term structure (Lee 1995. Evans 

and Lewis 1994, Engle. Ng and Rothschild 1990. Campbell 1987. Engle. Lilien and 

Robins 198% Fama 1984. Startz 1982). Allowing for the-varying term prernia al- 

' Studies on mean reversion in the term structure include Famo and Bliss ( 1987), Chan et al (1992). 
Connolly and Gunder (1992), Cuiter, Porterba and Summers ( 199 1 ), Mankiw and Surnmers ( 1984). 
S hea ( 1 992) and Wu and Zhang ( 1 996). 

"arket efficiency in this conte- implies that prices tetlect fiindamental values. Speculative dy- 
namics implies market inefficiency in the sense of fùndamentals, and not necessarily the ability to earn 
excess profits. Speculative dynamics have been defined as the interaction between different types of 
traders, some of who are not rational in the conventiona1 sense of trading on the basis of al1 pubIicly 
available information. Rational information trading can be thought of as acting upon the true proba- 
bility distribution of returns, whereas, kational, o r  noise trading, can be thought of as acting upon the 
incorrect probability distribution. in models which postulate speculative dynamics, it is unctear which 
form of trader dominates the market. One characteristic of these models is the conciusion that p~ces  
no longer necessarily equal their fiinciamentai value. However, if over long periods of time, prices 
do return to theù hdamental due,  this will show up as mean reversion. In other words, over long 
horizons, these returns will be predictable. See CPS (1991), Summers (1986), and Shiller (1984). 



lows us to attribute predictable movements in excess retums or forward spreads to 

the implicit premia. Only then can any additional predictability be attributed to the 

behavior of forecast errors. This chapter does three things. Fint, r e m  regression 

coefficients are used to test for mean reversion in the forward market for US T-bills 

for the penod 1964 to 1995. Substantiai evidence of mean reversion is documented 

in forward spreads over a 12 to 24 month horizon, but none at horizons exceeding 24 

mon&. Second. this chapter uses an extension of the term structure mode1 postulated 

by Engle. Ng and Rothschild ( 1 990) (hereafler ENR ( 1990)) to estirnate tinie-varying 

forward premia on these US T-bills. The prernia are modelea as linear functions of 

the conditional variances of underlying factors which are identified through factor 

analysis. niird, this chapter demonstrates that the evidence of mean reversion in for- 

ward spreads is completely accounted for by the estimated time-varying premia. That 

is, the evidence of mean reversion is reconciled with market efficiency. The format of 

this chapter is as follows. The expectations theory of the tenn structure is reviewed 

in section 1.2. Section 1.3 gives a description of the data including evidence of mean 

reversion. Section 1.4 presents the mode1 postdated by ENR (1990) as wen as our 

extension to a multifactor framework. Section 1.5 decomposes forward spreads into 

their prerniurn and forecast error components, and attributes the evidence of mean 

reversion to the estimated premia. Conclusions are presented in Section 1.6. 



Let Rk denote the yield to maturity on a k-period pure discount bond purchased at 

time t. Define HF+, as the realized one-period excess r e t m  on a k-period bond, 

which is the return to holding a k-period bond for one penod in excess of holding the 

one-period risk-fiee bond: 

where is the term premium. Note that excess returns  are not observed un- 

til time t+ 1. Let FS: denote the k-period ahead one-penod fonvard spread which is 

defined as the difference between the one-period rate contracted for today to be de- 

livered k periods into the future (F: .~ )  less the realized one-period rate k periods in 

the future: 

where Lf is the forward premium. Note that forward spreads FS: are not obsewed 

until time t + k. 60th term premia qk and forward premia L: are not observed 

directly, but rather ex posf and in the presence of a forecast error. Accnrding to the 

expectations theory, 



The forward premiurn L: is equd to the difference between the expected term premia 

fiom period t to period t + k - 1 less the expected term premia fiom period t to period 

Given rational expectations, the forecast error components of excess r e m s  

HL, and fonvard spreads F S k k  should be unpredictabie using the information set 

at time t.b If term premia and forward premia were constant, m y  predictability in 

excess rehuns and forward spreads would be attributed to the behavior of forecast 

erroa. However, restricting the properties of this forecast error rr ante. any evidence 

of predictability must be attributed to the premium7 (at least if the sarnple is long 

enough for sarnple moments to look like their population co~nterparts)~. In other 

words, Et HF+, = TF, and f$ FS: = Lt. 

The Data 

Since forecast errors in forward spreads have a k - 1 period moving average structure, they will 
be uncorrelateci with information sets at lags exceeding k - 1. 

Starz (1982) found that for one month treasury bill rates, one- to two-thirds of the variation in the 
difference between forward rates and subsequently realized spot rates can be attnbuted to variations in 
term premia. Campbell ( 1 987) finds that excess retum on bi Ils, bonds and stocks are predictable. He 
fin& they vary with a standard deviation of about 0.25% per month for two month bills, and 0.75% 
for six month bills, and almost 17% for stocks. Also, approximately 1 1% of the variation in excess 
returns cm be explained on the basis of lagged information derived h m  the term structure. 

Evans and Lewis (1994) give an example where agents hold rational expectations, but large and 
infiequent regime s h i h  result in an in-sample non-orhtogonality between forecast errors and the in- 
formation set, However, over a sufficiently long sample period there will be enough of these regime 
s h i h  to make the sarnple moments resembte their population conterparts, and hence orthogonal to the 
information set (unpredictable). 



1.3.1 Descriptive Statistics 

The data used in this study are yields to maturity on twelve-month US T-bills with 

one to eleven months remaining until maturity. and covers the pei-iod June. 1964 to 

December. 1995. ï h e  yield on 12-month T-bills with 12 months remaining to ma- 

nvity was not used because of the large number of missing observations. These 

data corne fiom the Centre for Research on Securïty Prices' 12-month T-bill yield 

file. Descriptive statistics for these data are provided in Table 1 . l .  For maturity 

structures out to eleven months, yields (hk) have rnean values which increase with 

rnaturity9. Although the mean values for forward rates, excess retums and forward 

spreads do increase with maturity9 the pattern is not rnonotonic. The standard devia- 

tion monotonically increases for excess retums (HL,) for all marurities. but breaks 

down for forward spreads (FS:) at 10 months. In contrast. the standard deviations 

for yields (R:) and forward rates (F:.~) are quite Bat with respect to maturity. 

1.3.2 Mean Reversion 

Mean reversion c m  be defined as the existence of a predictable movement in a series 

in the opposite direction over long horizons. Consider the following regression: 

The mean value for @ is 0.532 which equals 0.532% per month. The standard deviation of @ is 
0.2 19. Therefore, a 2 standard deviation spread around the mean is 0.438, or 4.5 basis points. 



If FSt were independent. the estimated value of b1 would equd zero for al1 

lags. If FSt were mean-reverting, this wodd show up as a change in sign in the es- 

timated values of E l .  Using this definition, we test for mean reversion in fonvard 

spreads. Given the overlapping structure of FS: and FSf-,,. we can expect a posi- 

tive estimate of 61 for values oflag less than k. 

Table 1.2 provides contains estimates of 61 for values of lag up to 30 months. 

Bolded entries represent estimates of b1 that are negative and statistically significant. 

As expected. these return regressions coefficients 6 1 are positive and statistically sig- 

nificant for values oflag less than k. There is no convincing evidence of mean re- 

version in fonvard spreads at horizons (lags) less than 12 months or exceeding 24 

months. In con-, there is strong evidence for mean reversion over horizons of 12 

to 24 months: there are several negative and statistically significant parameter esti- 

mates in this horizon for al1 manuities. Evidently. any imovation to fornard spreads 

will reverse itself (at l e s t  in part) within the subsequent 24 months. One interesting 

observation documented in Table 1.2 is the distribution of evidence of mean rever- 

sion. There is much more evidence of  mean reversion in middIe maturities. with 

less evidence at smaller and Iarger mahuities. We do not explain this pattern. We 

have tkrefore documented evidence of mean reversion in forward spreads. This pre- 

dictability must be attributed to either the premium component or the forecast error 

component of forward spreads. In models with time-invariant term premia. this pre- 

dictability must be attributed to the forecast error. in models with the-varying terni 



premialO, this predictability rnay be attributed to either term premia or forecast errors. 

Our approach is to allow term premia to be time varying. Assuming ex ante that fore- 

cast errors are uncorrelated with available information. any predictability in fonvard 

spreads must therefore be attnbuted to the time-varying term premia. To be convinc- 

ing, however, we must postdate a model for tirne-varying term premia that is able 

to account for this evidence. We therefore estimate a model of tirne-varying premia 

subtract these predicted prernia fiom Convard spreads. and apply our test of mean 

reversion to the remaining forecast errors. Only if al1 evidence of mean reversion 

disappean c m  we reconcile the evidence of mean reversion with market efficiency. 

We therefore need a mode1 of the-varying term premia. 

1.4 Modeling of Term Premia 

1.4.1 A Factor-ARCH mode1 of Time-Varying Term Premia 

The ENR (1 990) factor-ARCH model c m  be derived nom Ross's ( 1 976) arbitrage 

pricing theory and Hansen and Singleton's (1983) consurnption beta rnodel. Excess 

retums on individual T-bills (HL,) are modelled as linear functions of the time- 

varying factor risk premia on M factors ri, i =1 ..... ?CI: 

Time varying prernia rnay reAect many things: the changes in the level of risk inherent in holding 
bonds, changes in the rewards required by bond holders, or fictions in capital markets such as taxes 
and transactions costs which limit the ability of the market to drive long rates to a simple average of 
expected f'ûture short rates. In this context, term premia pmxy for risk. 



The coefficient 3: is the ith factor 

1 It - X(0.  h:+l ) 

loading whic h measures 

( 1.6) 

the inAuence of the ith 

factor on the excess retunis on individual T-bills of maninty k. and It is the infor- 

mation avaiIable at time t. The conditional variance of excess retums on individual 

T-bills (hf,,) is defined as 

ûk in (1.5) and a" in (1.7) are constants and equal to zero in theory. but in practice 

capture the unexplained premia and conditionai variance that resuits when we cannot 

identify ail underlying factors or because we do not mode1 the factors exactly due to 

data or technicai considerations. 0: is the conditional variance of the ith factor. 

Each of the iCI underlying factors (fi) follow univariate GARCH-M processes: 

where 

and 



a: = + 0 . 0 ~  z i-i + ~ i ( 4 - i l '  

The predicted value of (1.8) is the ith factor risk premium: 

That is, xi = E,[J;]. fhe prernia on individual T-bills are modelled as linear tùnc- 

tions of these factor risk premia 

i= l 

Equation ( 1.1 2) is simply the fitted value fiom ( 1 S). That is. Et HF+, = Tf . Using 

the recursive structure of the conditionai variance (1.10 above), a forecasting equation 

for the conditional variance and hence the individual T-bill premia can be derived: 

Estimates of the fonvard premia L: are derived via equation 1.3. 

The ENR mode1 is a special case of this model with the factors chosen some- 

what arbittarily as the equaily weighted bill portfolio and a value weighted stock 

index.'' The ENR model therefore chooses M=2. Our approach diffen fiom ENR in 
- 

L L  The choice of facmn in ENR was heuristic. ENR start with a principal componenu analysis but 
end up choosing equal weights in the T-bilt portfolio which is not a d i t  result of the analysis. They 
then add the stock market index as an additionai fàctor. ENR were therefore more concerned with the 
identification of the underiying factors. 



that we identie the underlying unknown factors through factor analysis. The number 

of factors is chosen optirndly using a zZ test statistic. Furthemore, we use estimates 

of facton in the previous p e n d  (one-period lag) as proxies for factors in the curent 

period. As a result. we c m  hlly utilize the information embedded in the autocorre- 

lations of the second moments of the facton. One important limitation of the factor 

analysis approach is that researchers want to know what the underlying factors are. 

Factor analysis does not allow us to identifjr exactly the underlying Factors. but allows 

us to exploit as much of the correlations in the data as possible. For the purpose of 

this chapter. identification of the underlying factors is not a concem since we simply 

wish to extract information fkom the data to estimate forward premia. 

1 A.2 Factor Analysis 

Since the underlying factors are unobservable, factor analysis is used to estimate 

proxies for these facton. We use the exact factor pricing mode1 so as to account for 

as much of the variation in excess renims as possible. Excess returns are modelled 

as a Linear funetion of an h o w n  number of fattors: 

where H, a and e are N by T matrices, ,û is N by Ad. and f is M by T. N is the 

number of assets, T is the number of observations. and AI is the unknown number of 

factors. In our context, N = 10, T = 387: 



f = 

The unconditional variance structure can be written as 

and 

D is assurned to be a diagonal matrix and The diagonality assumption of 

D is simply the assumption that the residuals e are mean zero and constant variance 

(white noise). The assumption that Clnr is an identity allows us to uniquely identifi 

0. See Morrison (1990) for more details on this specification. Furthemore. if asset 

retunis are jointly normal and temporarily i.i.d., estimates of p and D can be obtained 

using maximum likeiihood. 

We use the algorithm proposed by Rao ( 1  955) and Maxwell (1964) to imple- 

ment Maximum likelihood. Since the proportion of the variation explained is a non- 



decreasing h c t i o n  in the number of facton, the followiq criterion function is used 

to choose the optimal number of factors: 

where fi is the sample covariance matrix. and f i  and D are estimated using Maxi- 

mum Likelihood. Under the nu11 that hf factors are adequate. .J is asymptotically 

distributed as a X'(v)  with u = ( 1/2) [(X - $1 )- - ( N  - AI ) ]  degrees of fieedom. 

In practice. we choose the smallest LW such that .J < y%, ( P ) .  The Estimates of the 

factors are derived as follows: 

For a more detailed description of this procedure. see Momson ( 1990) and Campbell. 

Lo and Mackiniay ( 1997). 

1.4.3 Factor Estimation 

The Rao-Maxwell algorithm is implemented using Gauss. We fiat estimate the op- 

timal number of factors. Panel A of Table 1.3 provides estirnates of the .J statistic 

presented in equation (1.18). These results indicate that the optimal number of fac- 

tors is 5, that is, hi = 5. This represents a tradesff between explained variation in 

excess retums and a parsimonious specification. The estimates of GARCH(l.1)-M 

coefficients for each of the five factors are presented in panel B of Table 1.3 with 



t-statistics reported in parentheses. Using these parameter estimates. we constmct 

the M = 5 underlying factors via equation (1 .a). Descriptive statistics for these five 

estimated factors are presented in panel (C) of Table 1.3. It should not be surprîsing 

that the unconditional means are zero and the standard deviations are near one. The 

means being zero are simply a consequence of (1.19) and the standard deviations be- 

ing close to one is a consequence of the assurnption used to find unique solutions for 

B. These five univariate GARCH( 1,l )-M factors are used as predetermined variables 

to identiQ term premia embedded in excess retums. one period ahead. These premia 

are estimated separately for each k. We therefore estimate equation (1 3)  using the 

BHHH quasi-maximum likelihood approach. adjusting for a moving average stmc- 

ture in the residuals. Panel A of Table 1.4 provides estimates of the factor loadings 

for each excess r e m .  The factor loadings 31 are mostiy positive and statistically 

significant. Descriptive statistics for these predicted premia are presented in panel 

B. Consistent with the results of Farna, the standard deviations of the estimated term 

premia are increasing with maturity." Using these predicted term premia together 

with the structure laid out above (equations 1.13 and 1.3). we construct estimates of 

fonvard premia Lf.  

Farna (1984) shows that if the variance of the yieId spread increases with maturity and the coeffi- 
cient in a regression of excess returns on the yield spread mceeds one, then the impticit term premia 
must have a variance that increases with maturity. Both of these conditions are met with our data. 



1.5 Decornposing the Information in the Term Structure 

Recall that the forward spread cm be decomposed into a fonvard premium and a 

forecast error. We found evidence of rnean reversion in the fonvard spread at horizons 

of 16 to 24 months. We now test whether these predicted fonvard premia L: can 

explain the evidence of mean reversion in FS:. To test this hypothesis. we strip 

fonvard spreads of the predicted fonvard premia: 

RESID: = FS; - L: ( 1 20) 

We test whether any evidence of mean reversion remains in the stripped fonvard 

spread ( R E S I D ~ ) .  

Table 1.5 presents r e m  regression coefficients for the stripped forward spread 

series. In contrast to the evidence of mean revenion found in the forward spreads 

F S ~ .  there is no evidence of mean reversion remaining. There are no persistently 

negative and statistically signifiant coefficient estimates as was the case in Table 1.2. 

This evidence indicates therefore that evidence of mean reversion can be attributed 

to the prernium component of the fonvard spread. Therefore, we have reconciled the 

evidence of mean reversion with market efficiency. 

1.6 Conclusions 

Using the r e m  regression methodology, evidence of mean revenion is documented 

in the forward market for US T-bills. Evidentiy. innovations in the fonvard spread 



are reversed over a 12 to 24 rnonth horizon. This evidence is indicative of market 

inefficiency or speculative dynamics in models with time invariant term premia. This 

however is not the case in models with time-varying premia. This chapter models 

the premia implicit in the T-bill tenn structure as a linear function of underlying 

factors which are identified using factor analysis. Using the structure of the Engle, 

Ng and Rothschild (1990) factor-ARCH model, we consû-uct estimates of the premia 

implicit in forward spreads. AAer accounting for these estimated fonvard premia. 

al1 evidence of rnean reversion disappean. We therefore reconcile evidence of mean 

reversion with market efficiency: the predictability of fonvard spreads is attributed 

to the dynamic behavior of the implicit premia. 
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nancial Economics (Taylor & Francis Ltd, hnp://www.tandf.co.uk), 2000, 10, page 
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Chapter 2 
Do Asymmetric Taxes Have a Say on 

Forward-futures Spreads? - An 
Empirical Investigation 

2.1 Introduction 

The term structure of interest rate that deals with the relative yields of fixed-income 

instruments with various maturity tems is possibly the most widely studied topic 

in fixed income finance. It is important not only because that al1 investon are con- 

cerned about the renirns of their investment, but also because that the relative borrow- 

ing costs of different tenns will affect investment composition and thus changes in 

term structure will translate into real economic activity. The central bank's monetary 

policy is precisely implemented by intluencing short-terni interest rates directiy. the 

efficiency of relevant financial markets through which the central bank propagates its 

policy agenda therefore has significant implications. 

One of the unsolved puzzles in term structure literature has been the efficiency 

of the US 9 1 -&y Treasury bill (T-bill) fbtures market. The futures market has long 

been regarded as peculiar because of the persistent divergence between the futures 

rates and the forward rates implicit in the T-bill spot prices in cash markets, or the 

so-cded fonvard-firmes spreads (see Figure 2.1). The problem stems fiom the fact 



that a futures contract to buy 91-day T-bills at a pre-specified tirne and pnce could 

be replicated by cornbining a short position and a long position of T-bills in the spot 

or cash market (such a pordolio is called a snadàie). Let us tab rhis combined T-bill 

portfolio an implicit forward contract. In a dual market setting such as the futures 

and cash market of T-bills where yield fiom one instrument is deeply entangled with 

yield fiom another, especially with similar maturity tems, two products that pro- 

duce identical cash flows should have the same cost-adjusted price. Deviating from 

this equilibriurn would mean arbitrage opportunity and inefficiency of one or both 

markets. 

Numerous attempts have been made trying to explain the forward-futures di- 

vergence. Early studies focus on direct pnce cornparison. and find ovenvhelming 

evidence that they are indeed far apart. Of course. the evidence itself is not a subject 

of debate. but rather how to interpret it is. Early naivety directly attnbute this Find- 

ing to the market inefficiency. Slightly more sophisticated economists would argue 

the divergence represents some son of forward premia However. neither explanation 

seems to be convincing. For one. transaction costs associated with short seiIing T- 

bills are so high that replicating fiitures contract through a stnddle position in T-bills 

is not feasible at al1 for arbitrage purpose (Rendleman and Carabini 1 979, and Kling 

1986). Therefore, the evidence of fonvard-fùtures spreads does not warrant a conclu- 

sion of market inefficiency (of the fùtures market). But it is a foregone conclusion to 

say the opposite because finding of nc? arbitrage is still a far cry fiom establishing an 



equilibrium relationship between fuhues and forward rates. Even with the high short 

selling cost, the existence of forward-htures spreads still presents pnce distortion in 

the T-bill spot market. For example, a (k  f 3)-month T-bill is definiteh a better in- 

vestment alternative of a k-month T-bill. Because with the (k  + 3)-month bill the 

investors can short sel1 a futures contract that delivers a 3-month T-bill in k months 

to lock in the forward-fiitures spreads. Using the (k  + 3)-month T-bill as a collateral 

(to satisfy the margin requirement for having a futures position). there will be no ad- 

ditional cost whatsoever. If every T-bill investor is exploring the better alternative. 

we should expect to see the selling pressure of futures contract to drag down the fu- 

tures price and mise the f ~ e s  rate to the level of forward rate such that any forward 

prernia could evaporate. Yet, this is not what is actuaily happening. 

It has been widely suspected that asymmetric tax treatment of capital gains and 

ordinary income might have wedged the futures and forward rates apart (we will cal1 

this asyrnrnetric tax assurnption hereafter). The intuition is. investors. presumably 

facing different tax treatments for their capital gains and ordinary income. will max- 

imize their der-tax returns by making choice between the two alternatives of T-€111 

futures and forward contract; thus no after-tau gains fiom the remaining discrepancy 

of the two  rates can be made. Studies dong this line include Corne11 (198 l), Arak 

(1983) and Viswanath (1 989). among others. However? this line of studies have yield 

littie or no concrete results either. 



Study results aside. the asymmetric tau assumption 

qualification. I t requires an assurnption that the individual 

is subject to an important 

investors sensitive to cap- 

ital gain taxes are the marginal players (the market participants who uade at the 

market clearing prices) in the Fbill markets. However, in the short-term rnoney 

market that is historically dominated by tax-neutral institutional investors such as in- 

vesünent banks and mutuai funds. it is more likely for institutional investors to trade 

at the margin because they tend to have more pncing power. Besides. the theoretical 

underpinning of those aforementioned tax studies are fairly weak. The most notice- 

able shortcoming is that they seem to be largely out of touch with the mainstrearn 

literature in terms of the consistency of their theoretical underpinning with the ma- 

jority findings in the tenn structure snidies. Besides. the rnodeling techniques of 

these early studies do not have the kind of sophistication of those time series mod- 

els available today. These shortcomings have significantly diminished the reference 

value of their respective results. 

In one of his quite influentid Papen. Stiglitz (1 985) pointed out that in a per- 

fect capital market, investors couid potentidy eh ina t e  di incorne  ta.^ IiabiIities by 

judicious tax planning. Tax arbitrage across incorne streams facing different tax treat- 

ment. like this possible opportunity in T-bill markets, is one of the three basic prin- 

ciples of tax avoidance. However, Stiglitz also stressed that. given the evidence that 

the tax system was in effect raising revenue. rnodels assuming rational. maximizing 

taxpayers working within a perfect capital market should be handled with caution. 



Albeit one c m o t  totally rule out the possibility, doubt of the astuteness of the T-bill 

investors as a whole seems to be out of question. It is no secret that the traders of 

fixed-income instruments are extremely keen to any quotes in yield (percentage) up 

to multiple decimals. If there is a slight chance of abnormal profit. traders should be 

able to see it and take advantage instantly. For the fonvard-htures spreads as wide as 

of tens of basis points, it is hard to believe that the traders won3 notice the spreads. 

Later studies of dl sort of transaction costs obviously pointed directly to the market 

imperfection to be the real problems. But even when arbitrage is not possible. as the 

studies of short selling costs implicated, it is still a bit of intriguing to explain why 

the market force can not bring the pnces together. 

The primary motivation of this chapter is to investigate whether the asyrnmet- 

ric tax assumption could explain the fonvard-futures spreads. despite of the fact that 

extreme assumptions are needed to justiQ the tau influence. The evidence should 

be perceived as weak if it is pro to the asymrnetric tau assumption and strong if it is 

con. The second motivation is to rebuild a tau-based model that is consistent with 

the majorîty findings in Iiterature and is retooled with relative advanced statisticd 

method. Given the almost univenai acceptance of the expectation theory and the 

well-recognized success of t h e  series tools such as GARCH (Generalized Autore- 

gressive Conditionai Heteroscedasticity) models, a model cornbining these merits 

seems to be a nahual choice to solve an old puzzle. If carefûily executed, it should 

provide a convincing answer that has not been the case in pst studies. 



There is yet another temptation for revisiting the asymrnetric tax assumption. 

The market data that was previously studied was rather old. The most recent was only 

up to March 1986 (Viswanath 1989). It has k e n  relatively consistent tax policy wise 

before the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (or W 8 6 ,  effective from1987 to 1992) when 

capital gains enjoyed favorable tax treatrnent dian ordinary income for individual 

taupayers. TRA'86 was a totally new tax regime in which the asyrnmetry of tau treat- 

ment for capital gains/losses were virtually elirninated13. According to the tax-based 

models. the fonvard-fùtures spreads shouid have been narrowed to the level that re- 

flects only the transaction cost difference. i.e. near zero yet rnay not k exactly zero. 

In the contrary, however, the data shows (see Figure 2.1) that the forward-futures rates 

divergence during 1987- 1992 period were still as persistent as  ever. Even though it 

does not directly make the tax-based explanation moot for the previous penods be- 

cause the spreads are contract-specific. the failure of tau-based models in the TRA'86 

penod certainly raise caution on the models' legitimacy in other periods. and invites 

attention to relate spreads behavior in those different periods. 

In this chapter. empiricai tests of the asymrnetrk tax assumption wi11 be camed 

out for penods other than TRA'86 era. W~th a mode1 of time varying term permia 

and some mingent assumptions such as prohibitively high short selling costs in the 

Treasury bill cash market, this chapter is able to attiibute the fonvard-futures spreads 

entirely to the different tax treatment of ordinq income and capital gainsAosses. 

l3 Ta.. treatment for income h m  capital gaidiosses was actually slightly infavorable. When in- 
veston incureci a capital los, the loss can oniy be written off against capital gains. This effect was 
Iikeiy small and for andysis conveniece it is ignoreci. 



Within this framework a relationship among the implicit term premia. the marginal 

investor's (in both the cash and hitures markets for T-bills) marginal tau rate. and 

the observed forward-futures spread, can be established. Regressions then c m  be 

performed using the observed fonvard-futures spreads as explanatory variable for 

the forward rates. The marginal investor's marginal tax rates then c m  be inferred. 

The conclusion will then be drawn from whether these tax estimates make sense. 

For the TRA'86 period, the correlation of spreads with those of other periods will be 

checked. If the spreads in TRA'86 period have significant explanatory power to other 

spreads. it will cast serious doubt on the tax-based explanation (in other periods). In 

this scenario. even if the model-inferred taxes do not provide contradicting evidence. 

the model is still likely subject to doubt because the inherited logical weakness of 

this rnodel. 

It is important to point out, however, working with an equilibrium-based h e -  

work requires implicit assumption that there are always sutFcicnt supply and dernad. 

The efficiency tests based on forward and fiinires rates cornparison, includhg the one 

that is gohg to be adopted in thïs chapter. aII fdl into thïs category. If du's assurnp- 

tion breaks down, it is perfectiy possible that futures price will not behave the same 

way as in an equilibrium framework, i.e., move in tendom with the corresponding 

forward prices. Surprisingly it has not been senous asked that whether the T-bill fi- 

tures market satisfies the presumption. Given the numerous failures of attempting 



to justify the forward-futures spreads, this chapter aiso intends to explore whether a 

supply and demand imbalance in the T-bill futures market could be the cause. 

This chapter is a m g e d  as follows. Section 7.2 provide a litenture reviews on 

theory and major findings of terrn structure of interest rate. Studies on the futures 

market efficiency are also specifically cited. This section should Section 2.3 illus- 

trates the pnce (rate) determination process in futures markets. with brief reviews of 

the term structure theory of interest rates, market environment for T-bill Futures and 

history of incorne taxes that are relevant to T-bills. Section 2.4 introduces the data 

used in this empiricai study. Section 2.5 sets to test whether asymmetric taxation 

alone can account for fonvard-hues spreads. Section 2.6 concludes this chaprer 

with summary of findings and proposes an explanation. 

2.2 Literature review 

The efficiency study of the financial markets related to the term structure of interest 

rates have existed for more than half a century (see Melino (1988) for an excellent 

survey). The modern term structure theory of interest rates assumes market expec- 

tation are rational in a sense of Muth (1961). predicts the existence of term premia 

(Sharpe 1964, Lintuer 1965, Roll 1971, Merton 1973. McCaIlum 1975. and Ross 

1976 among others). Research dong this line also find ample empirical evidence 

that r e m  premia are time variant (Fama 1976. Friedman 1979. Shiller 1979. Mankiw 



and Surnmers 1984, Campbell 1987, Shiller. Campbell and Schoenholtz 1983, Startz 

1982, Engle, Lilien and Robins 1987, Engle, Ng and Rothschild 1990. Lee 1995). 

Despite of al1 the efforts and ail the moderate success. academics have been 

constantly reminded that the last nail has not been driven into the coffin yet for al- 

most every issue. The obvious difficulty lies in the fact that we are living in such a 

complicated world, there will never be prefect results tiom the simple models we use 

to imitating the complicated and imperfect world. This fact translates into a major 

obstacle in modeling practice - the terrn premia can iiot be convincingly separated 

from expectation errors and possibly other components embodied in interest rates. 

On the other hand. there have been no invincible arguments made to show markets 

are inefficiency, either. It is no longer popular nowadays to ask whether the markets 

are efficient. Academics generally address questions like this. how do we mode1 the 

rational expectation of the markets, or the term premia? The underlying presumption 

is - the markets should always be efficient. It does not mean. however. that a test of 

market efficiency is meaningless, this type of effort instead ofien serves as tests of 

how sound the modeh are - we couid dways reject the models first when incon- 

sistent empincal evidence is found; on the other hand, consistent empirical evidence 

often serves as a confirmation of the underlying models. 

On the fiitutes markets, traditionally modeis to test market efficiency can be 

ciassified into two types, differentiated by whether they are tied to the forward rate 

(price) in the cash market. For the first type, most of the studies focus on testing 



the strong fonn eficiency of T-bill fiitures marketda. The method used usually is to 

regress the realized spot rates on the future rates (e.g. Bigman. Goldfarb and Schecht- 

man 1983). The nul1 hypothesis of market efficiency is that the intercept coefficient 

equals zero and the slope coefficient equals one. The method used by the second type 

of models is to regress the future rates observed in the hitules market on the fonvard 

rates implicit in the cash markets of T-bills. Again, under the presurnption that both 

markets are efficient, we should get zero intercept and unit slope. With the second 

type of models, implication of test failure can be very confusing. Some authors in- 

cline to attribute to the inefficiency of futures markets; while others argue that it is 

the inefficiency of cash markets. But in principle. it could mean that both markets are 

inefficient (MacDonald and Hein 1993). As argued in the introduction. with trans- 

action cos& so high to constmcted a fonvard contract. failure of the second type of 

tests does not directly imply inefficiency of either market. 

As happened so frequently in the early literatures studying spot market effi- 

ciency when researchers failed to account for the term prernium in the forward rate 

over its expected corresponding spot rate. there are aiso grand confusions deding 

with the futures rates in futures market. Explicitly or implicitly. lots of authors re- 

garded the futures rate as the expected spot rate. Such son of pure expectation models 

failed to understand that the fùtures market are created for market participants to deal 

with uncertainty. As in the T-bill markets. the underwriter of a fûtures contract is not 

l4 The smng fonn market efficiency assumes that markets are perfect and information is costless. 
There is no tax in this model. 



just the counter-party of a contract buyer. The seller is seeking a guanuiteed cost for 

her to borrow money fiom the futures buyer. The irnplicit insurance embodied in a fu- 

tures contract thus requires a premium over the agreed expected futures rates. Based 

on a simple three-penod intertemporal rational expectation model. Fried (1 994) de- 

rives that the futures pnce is the sum of the expected spot price and a premium term 

(though the sign is ambiguous, depending on the uncertainty involved). Almost dl 

previous studies based on models of the first type are assuming pure expectation: and 

almost al1 type 2 models, including those tax-based models are making no allowance 

for term premia in fonvard rates. It is not a surprise that those tests f ~ i l  so fiequently 

(MacDonald and Hein 1993). 

Academics do quickly point out that futures market and spot market of T-bills 

are two different environments. The spot market is far fiom perfect. and there are 

other factors in play that might disconcert the rates in these two markets. Institu- 

tionai factors such as transaction costs in both futures and cash marketst5. mark-to- 

markett6 effect (Cox. Ingersoll and Ross 1981) present in hitures markets. and the 

asy mmetric tau treatment to gainsAosses resulted fiom holding htures or underly - 

ing T-bills have been considered so far. For example. Poole (1978). Vignola and 

Dale (1 980), McDonald and Hein (1989)) nispected high transaction costs? espe- 

cially heavy short selling costs in T-bill cash markets to be the primary factor that 

l5 Cf, Klhg ( 1986) for the estimates of transaction costs. 
l6 A stipulation in the exchange traded fùîures contract to require the investors to deposit and main- 
taining a margin (certain percentage of total contract value) in the margin account, The clearing house 
recalculates the balance according to the daily closing prices to detennine if the investor is gaining or 
losing money. 



prevented market forces (arbitrage) fiom bringing fonvard-hitures spreads to zero. 

Rendleman and Carabini (1 979), Kawailer and Koch (1 984) did some subtle studies 

and confirmed this point of view. However. Elton Gruber and Rentzlsr ( 1983) found 

mark-to-market effect contribute little. if any. to the fonvard-futures rates divergence. 

Comell ( 198 1 ) pointed out that when tax treatment of gainsnosses from holding T- 

bills and T-bill futures were different17. futures rates and fonvard rates would diverge 

to avoid tax arbitrage. Viswanath (1989) later laid out an equilibriurn frameworkt8 

characterized by the clientele effect - Le. investors choose securities that rnaxirnizes 

their after-tax rates of retum, and extended Comell (1 98 1)'s idea to use different tax 

treatments to explain the divergence between forward and F~tures rates. However. his 

results were mixedi9. Both Comell ( 198 1) and Viswanath ( 1 989) did not allow for 

the presence of term premia however, in their assurnptions made for the ex ante spot 

rates. Arak (1983) was the only one that suspected the term premia and asyrnmetric 

tax treatments lead to the divergence, but her study was largely a heuristic narration 

rather than a systematic statistical test2'. 

Gains/losses resulted hom holding t-bills are ordinary when held to maturity and are capital 
gains/losses only to a ratable share otherwise. GainsAosses resulted h m  holding t-bill fùtures con- 
tracts are capital gains and losses. Historically ta.. treatment for capital gains is more favorable than 
that of ordinary gains, though not al1 the time. 

This distinction, however, does not apply to institutional investors or professional traders. For 
these maket participants, al1 profits made tkom trading are regarded as ordinary income. 

l8 Viswanath assumed that transaction costs were zero. He argued that even though these costs did 
exists and prevented arbitrage across markets. but transaction costs should not affect equilibriurn prices 
because investors could use supply and dernand to narrow the forward-futures spreads to zero. 

l9 For example, according to Viswanath's proposition, the estimated marginal rau rates( the applica- 
ble tau rates for marginal investors in the t-bill flltures market) are absurdly hi& for post 198 1 period. 

'O Cornell(1981) ~ a l i z e d  Arak(1983)'s argument but did not concur. He argued that institutional 
investors are tax neutral, and any difference between two rates should be arbitrageci away by them. 
Question is, when institutional investors can not dodge transaction costs associate to short selling 



Next section will lay out the Framework this chapter is adopting and derive the 

f o m d  -fùtures spreads. 

2.3 Price Determination in Futures Market 

2.3.1 The Term Structure of Interest Rates 

The following notations will be used throughout this chapter. 

t .  T - current time and futures contract expiration(maturity) tirne respectively. 

with t 5 T. 

PI,T.+, - price at time t of a Treasury bill paying $1 at time T + j. with j 

denoting the mahinty of the underlying T-bill, in the current context, j = 9 1 days. 

cT - forward price at time t of a 9 1 -day bill of face value off 1 to be delivered 

at time T. 

f;f, - cash futures price" at time t of a 91-day bill of face value of $1 to be 

delivered at tirne T. 

rTT -implicit forward rate at time t of a 91-day bill to be delivered at time T. 

rtr -fÙtures rate at tirne t of a 9 1 -day bill to be delivered at time T. 

t-bills, will they d l  be the marginal investor? 
*l The cash htures price of t-bills is differcnt h m  what is called as the quoted Futures prices in 

htures markets. Denote the later as Q+ these two prices are related by a conversion of TT = 
1 - 0.25(1- QtT/ZOI)). 



?,,-market perception of future spot rate ofa 9 1-day bill at expiration time T. 

It is unobservable at time t. but could be modeled as a stochastic variable of  implicit 

forward rate r> . 

h:- (time varying) variance at time t for anticipated spot rate it,T . Also can 

be viewed as conditional variance which is conditioned at al1 past information. 

4,- (time varying) forward premia 

T- effective income tax rate for the marginal investor in the T-bill futures 

markets(we will elaborate this in section 2.4). 

The following equations define the relations among the above terms: 

T - ~ T  = - ~ Y T -  (2.4) 

in equation (2. l), we put TT,, = r r , ~  to reflect the fact that on expiration day. 

the markets' perception rates of 9 1 -&y T-bills coincide the realized rates. 

The tenn structure of interest rates theory says the implicit fonvard rate corn- 

mands risk premia or forward premia over the expected friture spot rates. Le.. 



r> = Et ( ~ . L . T )  + 4 . ~ .  (2.5)  

The forward premia by the theory, are compensations for investon' liquidity loss 

because they have to commit their capital extra longer period. More subtly, fonvard 

premia of long term T-bills are weighted sum of risk premia over shon term nsk 

free(or close to risk free) T-bills. l , , ~  is not observable. and ample evidence have 

shown that itself could be time-variant. We will not attempt to mode1 l t . ~  explicitly 

in this chapter. The notation Et denotes the market3 expectation at tirne t. 

Consistent with the theory of term structures of interest rates, throughout this 

chapter, we will assume that, at time t ,  the market's perception of the unknown future 

spot rates of 9 1 4ay T-bill follows a conditional normal distribution as 

r r . ~ I r r ~  ' N ( r t T  - L , T  h:)- (2.6) 

The normality assumption is a convention adopted most frequently for rational ex- 

pectation models. Obviously. (2.7) is equivalent to (2.6) once this distributional as- 

sumption is made. 

FinaIly it is worthwhile to point out the following relativity, if we view back- 

ward once the spot rate ~ T , T  = TT.= cormponding to a fiitures contract is reaiized, 

the relevant forward rates will follow a normal distribution with ( t h e  varying) mean 

TT,* + ltYT7 and (conditional) variance h:. 



2.3.2 Market Environment 

For an investor who wants to invest in short term T-bills on a specific tiiture time 

(maturity date) but who also wants to have some pnce certainty today. there are three 

possible ways to accomplish this goal: 1) In the cash markets of T-bills. combining 

a short position in short term T-bills and a long position in long term T-bills. with 

appropriate manirity combination (a straddle position). 2) Entering into a fonvard 

contract in the over-the-count (OTC) markets. And 3) long a Futures contract in the 

T-bill futures markets. 

In the US, the US Treasury and Federai Reserve Banks (on behalf of US Trea- 

sury) conduct regularly scheduled T-bill auctions. Commercial banks. government 

securities dealea and the Federal Reserve itself are the most active buyers in this so- 

called primary market. International Monetary Fund and foreign government mon- 

etary authorities are also big players. Individuals could participate the auctions. but 

they are subject to certain limit per account (Lumpkin 1986). The overall allotment 

of T-bills afier the auction heavily favor institutional investors2. A number of gov- 

ernment securities dealers are approved by the Federai Reserve to make market in 

T-bills and other government securities. These dealea are obliged to bid in govern- 

ment auctions, and if their bids are accepted, to distribute govemment securities to 

investon. These markets are cailed secondary markets. Since virtuaily al1 those daily 

'F -' There are two types of tenders in each T-bill auction: cornpetitive and non-competitive. According 
to Lumpkin (1986), srnail investors such as individuals, small financiai and nonfinancial finris. and 
commericial bank tmt departments are mostly noncornpetitive tenders. The total awards of T-bilb to 
this group accounts for lesss than 20 per cent of overd allotment for each auction- 



quotes of T-bills corne from the secondary markets, we refer to this as the cash market 

of spot T-bills. 

OTC markets for fornard contracts, as the name suggests. are not openting 

in public market places. Investors of opposite interest agree on certain rates for one 

side to delivery T-bills in some future time to the other. The contracted OTC rates 

are generally not available to public and hence not directly comparable to the futures 

rates. For this reason we will not include OTC markets in this study. 

The Intemationai Money Market (IMM). a division of Chicago Mercantile Ex- 

change, started trading 9 1 -day T-bills futures in January 1976. with the New York Fu- 

tures Exchange, the Commodity Exchange and MidAmerica Commodity Exchange 

follow suit in subsequent years but with little success. International Money Market's 

9 1 -day T-bill htures contract is one of the moa active futures contracts and rernains 

dominant within its class (Kautinan 1984). The fiitures rates in this study are al1 

IMM quotes. 

Market imperfection is exemplified in both futures and cash markets by the 

existence of transaction cos& in the form of brokerage fees and bid-ask spreads. 

Additionally in the funues markets, there is a particular administrative procedure that 

requires position holders to deposit i certain amount of margin and clearing houses 

credit or debit each position (account) at the end of every business day according 

to the direction of price movement, this is so called rnarking-to-market. Due to this 

requirement investon are exposed to potential interest rate risk (Cox, Ingersoll and 



Ross 198 1). The importance of these market imperfections is well documented. For 

typical buying and selling of T-bills in cash markets and any transactions in futures 

markets. Kling (1 986) estimated that brokerage fers and bid-ask spread çosts. These 

costs are usudly low, about 2 basis points for cash market transactions and 1.4 basis 

points in futures markets (that is 50 dollars in cash markets and 35 dollars in futures 

markets for transaction of T-bills of one million dollars par value). On the other 

hand, Elton, Gruber and Rentzler (1984) suggested the mark-to-market effect does 

not show up in the data. Obviously, these three types of market imperfections should 

not be of signifiant concem. 

To arbitrage the forward-fuhues spreads. the underuriten have to short sel1 

T-bills in the cash market (to replicate a futures contract using T-bills). There are no- 

ticeable costs associated with this short selling, however. The cost of shorting Gbills 

of a limited quantity, according to Rendleman and Carabini ( 1979) and Kling ( 1986), 

amounts to 3.85 basis points weekly or 14 dollars daily for each million-dollar worth 

of T-bilIs in par value. For an arbitrage to take place, the average weekly change in 

forward-futures spread has to be greater than 3.85 ba i s  points. which would mean 

for T-bills to be delivered in 39 weeks, the forward futures spread must be greater 

than 1%) basis points. Spreads of this magnitude are well above any documented 

figures. For example, Fned (1994) calculated on average, the htures forward rates 

difference ody amounted to 30 basis points for T-bills to deliver in less than 13 weeks 

and about 40 bais  points for bills to deliver in over 1 3 weeks. Furthemore, in the 



event of someone wants to build up a large short position, daily costs could run up 

to 13 7 dollars per million dollar T-bills. That is equivalent to 3 8 basis points weekly 

change in spreads, ahich would dwarf the minimum required change easily. Not to 

mention the possibility a willing lender with large position in any particular T-bills 

may not be found at dl .  See Ming (1986). 

In light of studies by Rendleman and Carabini (1979), Kawaller and Koch 

( 1984) and Kling (1986). it seems to be appropnate to make following assumptions 

to characterize the T-bill futures markets without losing any important institutional 

factors. 

1. Transaction costs in the purchase and sale from holding of spot T-bills are 

zero. 

2. Transaction costs in futures markets are zero. 

3. Futures positions require no weaith at the time they are initiated. 

4. Mark-to-market has no effect on the futures prices. 

5 .  Transaction cos6 of short selling spot ï-bills are prohibitively high so that 

no short sening transaction of Fbins wilI take place. 

6. A long position in either forward contract or fùtures contract has risk expo- 

sure and hence both comands  risk premium even if no initial wealth involved. 

Assumptions 1-4 are identical to Viswanath (1989)'s. Assumption 5 is a bit 

extreme, but it serves the purpose to sirnpiifi the model, without sacrificing much 

generality. The part of assumption 6 for forward contract is consistent with findings 



of majority literature on term structure of interest rates. It is well known that implicit 

or contracted fonvard rates have a forward premium component, it is not as intuitive 

however, that there is a nsk premium component in htures rates. With assurnptions 

2 4 .  a futures contract seems to be perfectly liquid and there should be no premium 

paid to the long side. This is not the case, however, if we look deep into the rationale 

of forward premia. Economists traditionally regard forward premia as compensation 

from financial bomwers to lendea for the risks they bear when they commit their 

capital. In the futures markets, willing or not. an investor on the long side is still 

accomplishing the lender's role. She might choose to exit at any time. however. the 

risk does not disappear but is merely changed hand. If we look through the whole 

life of any particular futures contract, the group of investors whoever have a stint 

on the long side is committing capital to the short side. The short side could have 

bought out this contract, Le. no T-bills are going to be delivered at maturity. But that 

won't change the borrowing-lending nature stipulated in such a contract. So it is not 

a surprise that in Fned's ( 1984) derivation, there is a risk premia term shown in the 

rekation of *es rate and expected future spot rate. 

Assumptions 5 and 6 have vimiaily determined that, at market equilibriurn 

prices. buyers of futures contracts are pnce takers. We will reserve this point to 

section 2.4 to fonnalize it. 



2.3.3 Capital Gains Taxation on Regulated Futures Contracts in 
us 

For individual investors other than professionai traders in the US. long term capital 

gains have enjoyed preferential tax treatment through most time of the 20th cen- 

twy, as fedenl govemment uses this ta.. tool to encourage investment (rather than 

speculation for profit) and to aimulate economic growth. However. with changing 

economic conditions and government administrations, the tau legislature's effort to 

balance conflicting goals such as encouraging investment and increasing governrnent 

tax revenue had led to several major changes in the qualification criterion for the 

preferentiai tax treatment as well as the relevant tau rates. Table 2.1 summarizes the 

changes that occurred fiom 1976 to 1993 in the US. 

For financial denvatives such as the regulated futures contracts (WCs). con- 

sistency and fairness of tax on different sources of incorne are also of major concern 

because of potentiai tax shelter loopholes. Prior to the Economic Recovery Tay Act 

of 198 l(ERTA'8 1 ) ,  there were obvious tax shelten relating to the T-bills futures mar- 

kets because T-bill fiitures were traded as capital assets while income denved from 

the T-bills with maturity under one year was traded as ordinary income (Bender's tax 

staff, 198 1). ERTA'S 1 partially filled this tax shelter toophole by speciQing T-bills 

income as ordinary income but only to the extent of a ratable share? Meanwhile. 

23 E.g., if an investor purchad t-bills of par value $Imillion with 3-month to maturity at a price 
of %940,000, instead of holding to maturity, he disposed these t-bills after one month at a value of 
$970,000. Among the S30.000 profit, only $20,000 (one third of S60,OOO deerned investment income 
after 3 months) is regarded as ordinary income, while remaining $10,000 are m t e d  as (short-term in 
this case) capital income. 



ERTA'8 1 legislated that capital gaindlosses fiom RFCs are 60% long term and 40% 

shon term. which rneans gains fiom holding futures contracts could at most be taxed 

at ,647 if investor's marginal tax rate is 7. regardless of the actual holding penod. 

Several previous analyses (Arak 1983. and Viswanath 1989. arnong others) pointed 

out, ERTA'81 did not ease the asymmetry in tax treatment of T-bills and bill htures. 

Equal treatment came after the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA'86). which elimi- 

nated the tax difference of long-term capital gains and ordinary income starting in 

year 1987 by requiring al1 asset holdings to be marked-to-market at year-end". Sum- 

marizhg these changes, the maximum tax rates on capital gainsAosses of RFCs are 

reported in Table 2.2. 

Similar to that of Viswanath (1 989), the following tax setting is a summary of 

tau laws that are applicable to gainsAosses from trading in T-bill cash markets and 

futures markets throughout al1 three major tax regimes. 

Tl .  Ordinary gains (losses) are hlly taxed (deductible). 

T2. Short-terni capital gains (losses are treated like ordinary gains (losses). but 

rnust be first offset by Iong terni Iosses (gains) if any. 

- '' This policy ended ironically at the end of 1992 when the Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1993 
retained a rnaxitax for long term capital gains while raised maximum marginal tau rates on ordinriry 
incorne, which e ffectively reestablished the preferential treatment before 1987. 



T3. T-bills are ordinary assets before 1978 and capital assets to a ratable share2' 

aflerwards. 

T1. T-bill futures contracts are capital assets throughout ail periods. 

T5. Investors who take delivery of the T-bills in the futures markets are deemed 

to have purchased the T-bills at the pnce at which the futures contract was entered 

into. 

Also. ro simphfy strbsequent empirical anaiysis. this chapter will make a rather 

tec hnical assumption, 

T6. Deduction limit of capital losses is not binding (i.e. this limit is neither 

touched nor exceeded). 

It is difficult to assess exactly how big of an implication that this assumption 

might have on results. But since the securities under study here are debt instruments, 

and this chapter is pnmarily dealing with buyen of these instruments. potential capi- 

tal loss on portfolios should be fairly rare. So this assumption itself should not affect 

the bottom line of whatever conclusion this study may draw. On the other hand 

ethout T6. the noniinearity introduced by the boundary condition could make the 

modeling too difficult y and no obvious benefit other than completeness can be seen. 

25 For exwple, ifan investor buys a t-bill with a face value of S 100 and with 3-month lefi in maturity 
at the pnce of S95. If the investor decides to hold the t-bill until it matures, the annualized rate of return 
is 4*ln(100/95)=20.5%. Now suppose, a month later, the Uivestor liquidates his position by selling this 
t-bill for 697. At 20.5% annualized yield, his ordinary income fiom holding the t-bill for one month is 
supposed to be at 95*(exp(20.So/d 12)- t )=6 1.638. The outstanding arnount $2-$1.638=$0.362 would 
be then treated as capital gains. 



2.3.4 Tax Effect on Futures Rates 

Without narrowing our attention to a certain type of market participants. it is impos- 

sible to determine how the taxes are affecting the htures rates, since the tau statu for 

various participants in the financial markets are very different. Those major players 

such as institutional investors (investrnent banks, investments firms. mutual funds. 

brokerages) do not have a distinction of capital gains and ordinary income. These 

financial incomes are al1 subject to the uniform tax rate that the institution is fac- 

ing. Professional traders are very similar to corporations, they will have to pay the 

same taxes for their trading profit, just as their interest income. Tax-exempted o p -  

nizations are not paying tax at dl, regardless of income source. And there are also 

international investon, who are either subject to US tax laws. or the ta?< laws of their 

home countries. or both. They may or may not have tau shelters for certain rype of 

income such as trading profit From futures contracts. Given the complexity. we may 

never know how these might impact on the futures rates. 

To make the tau-based mode1 work, it is essential to assume an individual in- 

vestor (she cannot be a professional trader) is the one who is trading at the market 

clearing prices (which we take as the daily closing pnce). We shall cal1 her a marginal 

investor. Two additional assurnptions are made regarding this marginal investof6: 

26 This marginal Unrestor has an "average" character similar to the -kpresentative agent" o f  an econ- 
omy in most recent rnacroeconomics Literature, though he/she is not evplicitly rnodeled in that way in 
this paper, 

The trading volume associated with the individual investors. if the figures (see Lurnpkin 1986) 
fiom T-bill auction allotments have any indication, would not favor individud investors as "average" 
character. 



A 1. The marginal investor is a tax-sensitive investor rather than a tax-neutrai 

investor; her highest tax bracket is T,  which we cal1 the 'marginal tau rate'. 

A 2  The marginal investor is risk averse and demaiids risk premia if she invests 

in risky assets. 

As stated in 1 s t  section, before ERTA98 1. there existed an obvious tau loophole 

in the T-bill futures market. An investor held a T-bill h u r e s  contract for over six 

months, if resulted in a gain, it would be raxed at a favorable rate as long term capital 

gains; if resulted in a loss. the investor could accept delivery of T-bills and the loss 

would be ordinary and fully deductible against his adjusted gross income (AGI). 

Although under the Tm Reform Act of 1978 (TRA'78), T-bills were capital asset to 

an extent of a ratable share, this oniy changed above scenario a bit - investors had 

a loss in futures markets now accepted delivery of T-bills would have their losses 

treated as short terni capital losses instead of ordinary losses. once the Ioss deduction 

limit was neglected (T6), there would be no difference. As Corne11 (1 982) showed, 

without risk premia in futures prices, there was a positive expected gain ex ante by 

hoIding a long position in futures contract of GbilIs. This potentiai gain would invite 

investors to bid up funves prices relative to implicit fonvard prices. 

During the period 198 1-1986 in which ERTK8 1 was effective. the tax treat- 

ment ofinvestrnent income in T-bill fiitures contracts was stilI favorable compared to 

investment income in cash markets. As shown in Table 2.2,60% of gains or Iosses of 

futures contracts were treated as long term and 40% short term, regardless of actual 



holding period. The net effect would be equivaient to a *LX rate of 0 .64~  on capital 

gains and a (negative) 0.7~ on capital losses. Again, even without forward premia in 

futures rates. there were po~ential gains ex ante by longing tùtures contracts. 

To quanti@ the above argument, consider an investor who wants to invest in 

governrnent securities for a nine-month penod. She could either buy T-bills with 

nine months lefi in rnaîurity, or altematively buy T-bills maturing in six months. and 

simultaneously enter into a futures contract to buy 3-month T-bills six months later. 

With the second strategy, the investor cashes in the 6-month T-bills when rnatured and 

rolls the money into 3-month T-bills. Without transaction costs, the ex ante expected 

investment gainsllosses in these two strategies should be the same. or !here will be 

arbitrage opportunity. However, when there exist asyrnmetric taxes. the (ex anre) 

expected investment gaindlosses should be modified to be (ex ante) expected after- 

tax investrnent gainsflosses, and the latter have to be equal to eiiminate the arbitrage 

oppomuiity. The following three propositions formalize this argument. 

Proposition 1 When a T-bill fittlres contract s t m s  rrading, the initial supply of 

futures controcis at the market clearing prices cornes fiom long-term T-bifï holders. 

regardless of their tax sratm. During the life of a futures contracr. the supply of 

futures contracts at market clearingprices comes eitherfrorn long-term ï-bill holders 

or fiom pervious fi tures contracts holders. 

ProoJ Consider the case when a futures market starts to trade a contract on 

9 1-day Fbili with a notional value of $1. If as stated in assumption 6, investors are 



al1 anticipating a nsk premium y,,= (to distinguish fiom l t ,= in the forward rates) 

embodied in the futures rates correspondhg to the equilibrium prices. that is, 

i$- = Et ( 6 . ~  + P ~ , T -  Pt,, > 0. (2.7) 

the contracted futures cash price (which is the promised price that investors who are 

underwriting this contract will receive at the delivery) then is 

Investon with no long position in long-term T-bills would expect the payoff at time 

T when physical delivery of 6 b i l l  takes place to be 

The fim term in above equation is the prornised p ice  that investors who are under- 

writing this contract will receive at the delivery. while the second terni is the market 

cost of making this delivery if investors do not have the bills already 

By the tirne of delivery, al1 uncenainty will be resolved. hence G,, = Fr.=. At 

time t < T. however, GVT is a randorn variable with mean Et(&,r) and variance h:. 

If we continue to use n o d i t y  assumption, (2.9) will yieid 



In summary. the expected e-Y ante payo ff for a short seller at market equilibrium 

price is negative. 

For long-term T-bill holders, however, there is no problem associated with the 

cost of making delivery. So long as futures prices are above forward prices. they can 

exchange the premia for liquidity by underwriting futures contracts 

This conclusion does not depend on the tax status of either type of investors. 

It is obvious that the same conclusions apply to the long-terrn bill holden al1 

the time till contracts mature. Further more. when a fùnires contract started trading. 

investon who bought fiitures contracts could join in the supply side if they decide to 

unload their positions for whatever reason without ex ante expected loss so long as 

prices they will get exceeds what they paid for. Indeed. that is tme most of the time 

because premia do decrease over t h e  as the maîurity date of a contract is approach- 

ing. Q.E.D. 

The direct consequence of Proposition 1 is that supply in the T-bill fritures 

markets is relatively inelastic, which makes the futures markets largely sellen' mar- 

kets. Coupled with the fact that long-tenn T-bill futures contract holders c m  enjoy 

long term capital gains/losses tax status before 1987, investors will bid up the futures 

prices (hence bid down the futures rates) up to the point that d e r  tax gains/losses 



fiom holding futures contracts and forward contracts are the same. And the follow- 

ing proposition gives an explicitly formula for the fonvard-future spreads. 

Proposition 2 Suppose the inclusion rate for capital gains fiom regi~latedfutrrres 

coniracts is K I  the deduction rate for capital losses againît AGI is ~ 2 .  and the effec- 

tive t m  rate for the marginal investor(his/her highest t m  bracket) is T. Also suppose 

asymmetric tmation is the only factor that afects the fonvard-fitrzires spreads. When 

the rernaining life of a futures contracf is longer thon fhe required holding period 

to q u a l h  for long term capital gainsilosses, the fonvard-/urures spreuds are de ter- 

mined /appro.xirnately) by 

Proof. See appendix. 

Proposition 3 In pre-ERTA period. holding period requiremenlforfurirres for t e  con- 

fracts ro satisfi long term capital gainr/losses tax status is irrelevant to decide rhe 

eqziilibrium futwes prices (rates). Therefore (2.1 I )  would still be roughiy tnre even 

if f f  - t)  is shorter than the prefreetiaal tax qualification period 

Exact proof of this proposition is impossible, but the following argument should 

make it close to valid. 

In pre-ERTA period. to qualiQ for long term capital gains/losses. investors 

mut hold a fiitures contract for a certain length of tirne, ranging fiom six to 12 

rnonths. Obviously, when a futures contract has less t h e  to mature, an investor 



entering into the &es markets will not enjoy the long term capital gains/losses taw 

treatment for his subsequent reaiizations. But in a market which equilibrium prices 

are decided by the supply side (Proposition 1), the futures prices will not sink to 

a point that are equal to the forward prices because there is no supply of futures 

contracts at the forward prices even after the maturity of futures contract is shorter 

than the qualification period. 

Specifically, Proposition 1 States that there will be only two types of investors 

supply for futures contracts in a futures market. Let's consider the threshold time 

when long term and short term are divided for tax purposes. If. after the threshold. 

the futures prices were to sink to the level of fonvard prices, among these two type of 

suppliers. who ever do not want to hold to maturity would have sold out the futures 

contracts before the turning point or would have even shorted more. hoping to buy 

back at later time at cheaper prices. As a result. after the tuming point. the only 

suppliers are those who have bought before for capital gains of tau advantage. Future 

dernanders of contract would have to pay prices that would cut a share of premia 

embodied in the contract to the supplier, as if they had held for a qualifying length of 

time for tax advantage2'. 

27 A sketchy proof can be drawn as follows. Suppose we only focus on the capital gain side (Le. 
ignore any possibility of  a loss) and assume perfect foresight. Investors who bought a fùtures contract 
at p r i e  at time t l  (T - t l  > 6 Month) would dernand a price c2,= at time t:! (T - t l  < 6 
Month) such that (1 - r ) ( q V T  -F(,,,) = ( 1  -nIr)(PT - e l v T ) ( t 2  - t l ) / ( T -  t l )  or hekhe would 
hold to maturity. Where PT IS the spot t-bill price when the htures contract matures, K I  and r are the 
(capital gain) inclusion rate and marginal tau rate, respectively. 

Some siight manipulation of this formula yields 
- = ( P ~  - Fl,T)(T - f2) / (T - t l ) -  

((1 - ~ T / U  - 7)) * w 2  - t l ) / (T  - t l ) )  *(PT - YI.*) 



While it is not clear to this point whether asymrnetric taxes are able to ex- 

plain the forward-fitures spreads before 1987, the penod of TRA'86 ( 1987- 1992) 

did provide further evidence that excess demand was the feanire of futures market. 

Because TRA'87 elirninate the distinction of capital and ordinary gains/losses for tau 

purposes (neglecting the deduction Iimit of capital losses), al1 investors in Cutures 

market should be tax-neutral and hence forward-future spreads should collapse to 

zero (which is corresponding to a special case of (2.1 1) where K I  = K . ) .  In real- 

ity, that is not the case. as shown as in Figure 2.1, the forward-futures spreads are as 

persistent as ever in this perïod suggesting that excess demand of futures contracts 

relative to the cash markets is the only possible expianation. It also hints that ex- 

cess demand might cause rates divergence bigger than asymmetric myes cm explain. 

or taxes were not under consideration at al1 by investors when they traded futures 

contracts before TRA' 87. The latter is part of the investigation of this chapter. 

2.4 Testabie Implications and Empirical Evidence 

2.4.1 Testabie Implications 

Based on a normality assurnption (see equation 2.6) and tax-based explanation the 

forward-fütures spreads derived in Section 2.2.4 are directly related to the forward 

M e n  (1 - rll) and T are very small, as  they usuaily are, the second tem on the right hand side is 
negligible, leaving the capital gains proportional to the holding period That could roughly translated 
to the same equation of (2.1 1). 



premia embodied in the implicit forward rates that a marginal investor perceives when 

he enters the futures markets. Obviously the equilibriurn futures rates are also deter- 

mined by the magnitude of fornard premia. This raises an important issue that is 

previously ignored. futures market eficiency is very much dependent of the cash 

market efficiency, therefore any study of futures market on efficiency without con- 

sidenng cash markets seems to be partial. 

Proposition 2 suggests an estimator for the forward premia 

An imrnediate thought would be using this estimated forward premia to test the effi- 

ciency of cash markets. The intention of this chapter is not. however. to test the cash 

markets efficiency. As stated in the introduction. any rejection of market efficiency 

assurnption might simply be resulted from dubious mode1 specifications. In cur- 

rent context. one obvious obstacle prohibits us to do the market efficiency test- the 

estimated fonvard premia in equation (,7 12) depends c~icialiy on the tirne-u;w ing 

volatility ht . With a lack of theoretical guidance, the only thing we can do to mode1 

this volatility process is just to empiricaily fit the data, and once we do this. real 

problems arise. First it is fa- fiom clear how such treatment would impact the lev- 

els. Second, fitting each senes means to eliminate the autocorrelations in squares of 

the residuals of any possible regression to use. This process itself is very tedious and 

the-consumuig . 



Instead, we want to adopt a more controllable working scheme - a) to estimate 

the marginal tax rates and to see if the data-inferred tax rates are reasonable; b) for 

each futures contract, to see if the average fonvard-futures spreads of TRA'86 period 

can provide better or worse predicting power than the corresponding forwilfd-futures 

spreads, regardless the results fiom part a). Obviously, part a) checks how reliable 

the ta-based explanations are, while part b) checks for whether the spreads in pre- 

TRA'86 penod provide any information that c m  only be explained by asymmetric 

taxes. in other word, b) is to answer the following question: is the pnce detemination 

in futtues markets in pre-TRK86 era different than that in TRA'86 era? 

To carry out part a) study, the following assumption has to be made: 

A 1. In the lifetime of each futures contract. the marginal investor is the saine. 

Once the assumption is made. a straightfonvard regression to use is 

where xt = r;fT - rt,,  and et is assumed to foIIow N(O.1). For volatiiity ht ,  because 

there is no theoretical guidance on what form it should take. we will take a pragmatic 

approach by adopting a GARCH@, q) structure. following Bollerslev (1 982). Engle 

and Kraft (1983), among othen. Expressed in equation. this volatility process is 

assumed to be 

(S. 14) 



We will discuss this mode1 as well as how to select (p. q) in great details in Section 

The evidence of an excess-demanded futures markets s h o ~ n  in T M 8 6  penod 

wanants an investigation Iike part b). We can check whether this phenomenon was 

new or simply a recurrence of what happened previousiy. We calculate the average 

forward-futures spreads of the 24 contracts traded between 1987 to 1992. and denote 

this senes as { y,}, t = 1. . - O .  T, and then replace (x,) in al1 regressions to directly 

compare the predicting power of the two type of regressors. If the average spreads 

can produce better predicting power, we can conclude that forward-futures spreads 

may be just a result of market imperfection other than taxes consideration because 

they provide no or littie more information than the spreads arising in a tax-neutral 

market environment. 

2.4.2 The Data 

The daily closing htures quotes (bids & asks) are extracted fiom Commodity Price 

Sy stem\ database whic h obtstined the data from International Money Market f IMM). 

a division of Chicago Mercantile Exchange, covering the time penod of 1976 to 1992 

inclusive. In subsequent data analysis, the rniddle values of bids and asks are used to 

convert to cash funws pnces and fiitures rates. in total, this chapter covers 68 futures 

contracts traded in this period. 



The corresponding daily quotes (bids & asks) of fonvard pices are obtained 

from CRSP Daily US Govemment Bond File. which obtained data primady from 

the Composite Closing Quotations for US Govemment Securities by the Federal Re- 

serve Bank of New York. For each T-bill futures contract, (cash) pnces data for the 

Treasury bills maturing at the same day and exact 9 1 days later are extracted and are 

used to calculate the forward rates by the relation of equation (2.3). 

Because of the limitation of CRSP file. only part of the fonvard rates observa- 

tions is available. For each fiitures contract. the matching foward rates observations 

amount from 64 to 128. that corresponds to 13 to 26 weeks of trading secessions be- 

fore contract expiration. T-bill futures contracts usually have a Iife span of about one 

year: so only about half of futures quote are used at most. 

2.4.3 Em pirical Evidence 

For each individual fùture contract, the fonvard-futures spreads are positive most of 

the tirne. Occasionaily, the spreads are negative. it could be a consequence of either 

temporary market ovenupply of futures contrac&, or of asynchronous quotes in the 

m e s  and cash markets. Although the former explanation cannot be torally ruled 

out, Proposition 1 in pervious section makes it an unlikely scenario. The latter seems 

more likely, on the other hand. Specifically, the T-bill futures contracts data used 

here were daily closing prices in [MM around 4:OOpm EST. while the CRSP bonds 

data were quoted by a time deadline around 2:30pm to 3:30pm EST. according to 



the CRSP Daily US Government Bond File Guide. On this reason. the forward and 

futures prices in this chapter are not exactiy synchronous. which is unfortunate and 

makes it less idormative to read into each pair of data. 

Instead, we calculate the average hiture-fonvard spreads for each of the tau 

regimes. Figure 2.1 shows the average fonvard-hures spreads for the three tau 

regimes studies in this chapter, expressed in bais  points (1 ba i s  point equals to one- 

hundredth percent per annurn). From Figure 2.1, we can see that average forward- 

futures spreads are generally decreasing when it approaches the maturity, with some 

variations. The spreads in ERTA era are significantly higher (about 50%) thm those 

in other periods, that echoes to the fact that volatility in interest rates in that period 

was much higher and so were the risk premia. On the other hand. the average spreads 

in pre-ERTA and TRA'86 penod are much more compatible in levels. 

Coming to regressions. the first important issue we have to deal with is the 

stationarity of time series. Here we define the weak stationarity of a tirne series in the 

sense of covariance stationarity as in Greene (1993). Most financial time series are 

non-stationary and are integrated of order 1 or higher; we will see the same is me to 

the t h e  series we are studying. This issue is important because if the residuals from 

regression (2.12) is integrated, or say to have a unit root, the relationship between 

regressor and regressands is likeiy spurious, OLS based test statistics such as t-test 

and F-test statistics tend to be explosive, hence Uiference using conventionai cntical 

values would be misleading. A widely quoted example (see for example. Harniiton 



1994) is a regression on two totally unrelated random walk process series would 

produce significant relationship based on these tests. One of the widely adopted tests 

of non-stationarity is the so-cdled augrnented Dickey-Fuller (unit root) test, which is 

based on the following regressions: 

P 

AzI = a* + a l r c - ~  + a2t + 6, A zc-, + e t .  (2.16) 
]=1 

Where {zt } is the time series under consideration with { Az, } as its first differenced 

series. p is the number of lagged terms that are statistically significantly correlated 

to A+. it is chosen to ensure that the error terms et are not autoconeIated. Other 

parameters are pretty much self-explanatory. n i e  fint equation is with constant and 

no trend and the second is with constant and with trend t. The nul1 hypothesis of unit 

root based on t-ratio is al = 0. 

if two time series are integrated of the same order and have a long run reiation- 

ship, we expect the regression of one variable on another will result in a residual se- 

ries integrated of order O (in other words, there is no unit root in this residual senes). 

this scenario is called cointegration, as opposed to spurious regression. Applying the 

aforementioned Dickey-Fuller test on the regression residual can determine whether 

there is a unit root in the residual series and hence can determine whether the time 

series are cointegrated. 



To address the cointegration problem, we conduct the augmented Dickey-Fuller 

tests on al1 forward rates r?,, forward-htures spreads series xt and the average 

spread series (for TRA'86 period) y', the t-test statistics are report in Table 1.3. We 

also conduct cointegration tests for regressions of r((, on x, and y,. respectively. and 

the results are reported in Table 2.4. With 10% significance level. we put those sig- 

nificant entries that represent no unit roots in a shadow background. Out of the 44 

forward rates series (Table 2.3), we can only reject unit root hypothesis with two 

series; while in the fonvard-mes spread series, 1 1 out of 44 sçries c m  claim sta- 

tionarity at 10% significance level; the average spread series in TRA'86 era is very 

likely to have a unit root. Apparentiy these preliminary results bode unfavorably to 

the forward-futures spreads done as explanatory variable for forward premia because 

some corresponding pairs of series (forward rates and forward-futures spreads) are 

likely to be integrated of different orders. Results in Table 2.4 confirm that indeed. 

none of the 44 pairs of senes are cointegrated. Out of the 88 possible cointegration 

statistics (the t-ratios of augmented Dickey-Fuller tests performed on OLS residuais). 

only one entry is significant at 10% tevel. 

Quite interestingly, the average forward-futures spreads in TRA'86 era as re- 

gressor in OLS cegression fares considerably better than the corresponding fonvard- 

fütures spreads as regresson. Out of the 88 cointegration statistics, seven of them are 

significant at 10% level. Furthemore, at one occasion, both cointegration statistics 

(with constant, no trend and with constant and trend) do point toward cointegration 



(see contract No. 15)! If this is not impressive enough, the R' statistics fiom OLS 

regression might reveal more solid evidence-out of the 88 OLS regressions for the 

44 futures contracts, the average spreads series score higher R2than corresponding 

spreads series in 56 regressions. 

The non-cointegration evidence alone, however, could not dismiss right away 

the forward-futures spreads as explanatory variable for forward premia. Recail that 

equation (2.1 1) also involves a term of volatility (the square root of conditional vari- 

ance). It is quite possible that the volatility process h, has a unir root that could 

explain the integrated regression residuals when volatility variable is missiilg frorn 

the OLS regressions. To solve this issue. we incorporate the GARCH@. q) volatil- 

ity process in the next step and run regressions based on equation system (2.12) and 

(2.1 3). The tax-based explanation predicts the relationship (3.1 2) holds between for- 

ward rates and fonvard-futures spreads, however, no such a relationship exists be- 

tween fonvard rates and the average spreads of TRA'86 era. But for cornparison 

purpose, we replace every forward-fiitures spreads with this average spreads series 

and run a parailel regression. 

The pair of parametes @. q) are chosen parsimoniously, Le.. we choose posi- 

tive but the srnailest possible integen such that regression residuais from (2.12) and 

(2.13) no longer exhibit autocorrelations in squares. Ljung-Box test (Ljung and Box 

1979) based on statistics 



is performed on each squared residual series with a typical L = 12. For example. 

we start with a GARCH(I . I )  volatility process, if the Q(12) statistics of the squared 

residuals is smaller than the 10% critical value of a x'( 12) (equals to 1 8.3 1 ). we 

stop right there; otherwise. we will try a GARCH(Z.1). GARCH(Z.2) model. and so 

forth. Table 2.5 shows that in most circumstance, a GARCH(l.1) is sufficient; only 

1 1 out of 88 regressions we run need a GARCH(2, 1) and only in one case we need a 

GARCH(2,2). 

Once accomplished modeling the second moments, we examine what the fiat 

moments would tell us. From Table 2.5 we can see that the Ljung-Box tests per- 

formed on the first moments of residuals give significant statistics in al1 but two re- 

gressions using lorward-futures spreads as regressors. and al1 but three regressions 

using average spreads in TRA'86 era. This indicates that serial conelaiions in k t  

moments still exist in most of the residual senes. Subsequent unit root (Dickey- 

Fuller) tests performed on these residual senes reveal that in about 23 out of 44 

regressions using forward-funues spreads as regresson, unit roots hypotheses can- 

not be rejected, suggesting that more than half of the fonvard-spreads series are 

not cointegrated with the forward series, even taking into account of the volatility 

processes. Interestingiy, using the average spreads series in T M 8 6  era to replace 



forward-futures spreads senes as regressors do not under perform, only in 22 out of 

44 regressions. unit roots could not be rejected in residuai series. 

A by-product of regression on fonvard-fùtures spreads is the estimates of mar- 

ginal tax rates, as described in Section 2.4. In real world, the marginal investor could 

be different day by day. So would be the marginal tau rate. The contract-based re- 

gression. however, can oniy yield one marginal tax rate estimate for each futures 

contract To have a tractable estimate for marginal tax rate, we have to rely on as- 

sumption Al .  Table 2.6 shows the estimated coefficients in GARCHO>. q) models. 

Arnong them oniy coefficient al is directly reiated to the marginal tax rate according 

to the tax-based explanation on forward-futures spreads. i.e.. 

so the marginal tax rates can be estimated by the following formula: 

Assuming M l  inclusion of loss use and using the values for K I .  ?i.~ in Table 2.2, we 

calculate the estimated marginal tax rates and show them in the last column of Table 

Except for an obvious outlier estimate of negative ûl (contract No. 13) resulting 

in negative marginal tax rate, al1 of the rest of marginal tax rates estimates are too hi& 

compared to the maximum tax rates applicable to the adjusted gross income (see the 



last colurnn of Table 2. l) ,  not to mention the fact that most of the estimated marginal 

tax rates are ridiculously greater than 100%. Because 

when O < K I .  ~2 < 1. high marginal tax rates estimates imply the estimates for n 1 are 

two low, which in tm impiy the forward-futures spreads are too large to be justified 

by tax difference on forward premia embodied in fonvard rates and futures rares. 

2.5 Conclusions 

In summary. this chapter finds: 

1) In a tau neutral environment-TRA'86 penod. the forward-futures spreads 

remain. The average forward-hues spreads in this penod has explaining power on 

forward premia in pre-TRA'86 periods. And it does not seem this explanatory powver 

is lower than that of the forward-futures spreads series associated with the hitues 

contract. 

2) A large nurnber of fonvard-funires spreads are not cointegrated with their 

correspondhg forward rates, even when the stochastic volatility is taken into account. 

n i g g e ~ ~ g  that the equilibrium relationship implied by tax-based explanation may 

not exist. 



3) The estimated marginal tax rates are too high, which in tum irnply the mag- 

nitude of forward-futures spreads are too high to be justified by asymmetric taxes 

alone. 

Based on these evidence, we conclude that fonvard-fmes spreads cannot be 

explained by asymmetric taxes levied on capital gains arising fiom holding regulated 

(T-bill) futures contracts and ordinary income arising fiom holding T-bills. 

This chapter has assumed prohibitively high transaction costs that limit the 

supply of futures contracts. if the asymmetric taxes are the reasons for fkward and 

futures rates to differ. such extreme assun~ption would tend to aggravate rather than 

narrow the divergence. With the obsemed spreads we have expected the estimated 

marginal tax rates to fa11 well within some low tau brackets. but apparently that is not 

the case. The only reasonable conclusion therefore. would be the futures market is 

under-supplied. 

Why could this happen? Culbertson's ( 1957) famous market segmentation hy- 

pothesis States that, when arbitrage is limited. pices of financial securities in each 

market are detemiuied mainIy by the suppIy and demand conditions in that market. 

Under this scenario, the flow of wealth and the relative supplies of securities play a 

most important role. Prices may not move in tandem at ail as those in the rational 

expectation and efficient markets mode1 do. This might be indeed true in the futures 

markets of T-bills. From an financial risk control point of view. underu.riting f ~ e s  

contract is not as simple as bening the rates are going to move in one's favor, hedging 



(taking opposite position by combining assets) is usually a standvd practice to offset 

the risk. Holding long bills and wait for the delivery is one way to do it. combining 

short and long position in T-bills is another. The first method requires cornmitment 

of capital, the second need to incur high cost. Either way it is costly br underwriten. 

On the other hand, large institution investors do fiequently engage in swapping cash 

flow transactions with huge notional valms, futures contracts such as those of T-bills 

are arnong the most fiequently use hedging instruments. Since the cost of longing a 

T-bill future contract is always iow but cost of shorting is high. this creates a situa- 

tion of higher demand and lower supply than it would be if there are no transaction 

costs. 

Caution should be exercised, however, when we interpret the implication of 

these findings. These resuits rnerely suggest that asymmetric taxation alone is not 

sufficient to explain the forward-fiitures spreads; or in other words. the inability of 

tax-based models (including the one developed in this chapter) to capture other fac- 

tors such as prohibitively high short selling costs leads to those erroneous tax esti- 

mates. In no rvay do these findings suggest the non-importance of capital gain tax- 

ation. Nonetheless, they do suggest that at the equilibrium price level in the T-bill 

futures market, the tax effect may be secondary in its impact. 

2.A Proof of Proposition 2 

The coefficients in appendix are defined in Section 2.1. 



Based on assumption itVT IrrT -lv(iTT - h:) . an investor with a marginal 

tax rate of T and buying a 90-day T-bill futures contract at a futures rate r;f, is ex- 

pecting to have a capital gain for each unit of invernent at delivery 

and a capital loss 

Where a(*) is the cumulative distribution function for a standard nomai distribution. 

For tau purpose, if the inclusion rate of capital gain is and inclusion rate for capital 

loss is ~~(assuming loss deduction limit is not exceeded), the after-tax gaidloss for 

each unit investment at delivery would be 



where s = rtT - r:T + l t , ~ .  A Taylor expansion around so = 0 performed on the 

term inside the brackets yields 

When the level of both forward rates and futures rates are well below I .  the higher 

order term can be neglected. Substitue the rernaining two terms at the right hand 

side of (2.22) into (2.21). we have 

On the other hand, if the sarne investor holds a forward contract of T-bills 

and accepts delivery when contract matures, the after-tax gaidloss will be treated as 

short-term capital gains/losses and subject to ordinary taw rate; the after-tau gaidloss 

is cdculated as 

The investor would be indifferent with these two investment strategies only if the 

after-tax returns are equal, Le., 



Substituting s = r;, - rrT + I l s r  back into (2.25) and re-arranging terms. we 

have (2.1 1). Q.E.D. 



Chapter 3 
Semiparametric Representation of a 

Generalized Stochastic Volatility Mode1 
and Hidden Markov Approximation 

3.1 Introduction 

Financial tirne series like asset returns typically exhibit thick tails (Mandelbrot 1963. 

Fama 1963.1965 etc.), volatility clustenng, and other stylized facts. To cope with 

the thick tails, nurnerous papers have been produced to mode1 asset r e m s  as i.i.d. 

draws fiom a leptokunic distribution such as Paretian and Levy. However. such a 

treatment fails to account the apparent serial correlations arnong second moments. 

Not surprisingly, relevant specification tests rarely, if at all. support these models 

(Blattberg and Gonedes 1974, Akgiray and Booth 1974. Hall. Bronen and lrwin 

1989, for example). .4t the best scenario. the i.i.d assumption has to be rejected if 

one wants to keep the distribution assumption (Diebold 1 993. McCulloch 1996). 

Meanwhile, it is also realized that mixtures of i.i.d. normal distributions can 

obtain thick tails. By such fixing, e'xtra Freedom can be given to the second moments 

and with appropriate structure. other features of asset return series can be counted in 

and modeled. 



Modeling techniques of the second moments, or in standard terminology. con- 

ditional variances of time series have been extensively developed dong two main- 

streams in literature. One stream is the various versions of autoregressive conditional 

heteroskedastic (ARCH) modeis following the seminal work of Engle ( 1982). fa- 

vored in discrete time seaing for relative easier statistical inference; another is so 

cailed stochastic volatility (SV) models (such as Clark 1973. Tauchen and Pitts 1983. 

and Hull and White 1987, to name a few), which are favored in continuou-time set- 

ting because the 'no arbitrage' condition (as most theoretica: asset priçing models 

would have to use) is easy to implement by the virtue of ho's calculus. 

ARCH models and SV models are ciosely related. Nelson and Foster (1994. 

1996) have successfully demonstrated that SV models sis continuous time limits of 

ARCH rnodels, or in other words. ARCH models serve as discrete time approxima- 

tions of SV models. Each type of models has its own advantage. They seem to be 

complementary in terms of providing trade-off between efficiency and precision to 

certain specification of tirne series, depending on what an econometrician needs to 

know and wants to do. So, udess specified otherwise, we wiII not distinguish these 

two classes and cal1 them SV models in general. 

Technical challenges associated with the estimation and inference largely limit 

the exploration of SV models of various forms. So fa the widely used SV models 

belong to the so-cded Ornstein-Llhlenbeck type. Despite theù success at certain de- 

gree, this type of models has very important limitations. Take the GARCH modeling 



of conditional variance for example. It is a 'catchsn' rather than *brin$-up' model 

by design. Under GARCH, a time series like the stock market index would have 

a long period of high volatility after a sudden large movement like 1987's market 

crash; however, the market could behave quite differently in reality. 

The limitation of a SV model largely resulted fiom its stringent pararneteriza- 

tion. To be tractable. a typical SV model needs to speciQ a functional form for the 

state process-usually the conditional variance itself. at the very begiming. Unfor- 

tunately the states are not directly obsemable, and therefore it is alrnost impossible 

to justiQ such a choice. With a tractable state process as a prerequisite. flexibility of 

a SV model is greatly restricted. Furthemore, the importance of what process the 

unobservable volatility follows is grossly undermined in SV modeling, i.e. the dis- 

tribution of states is not derived form available data idormation. Such negligence 

would have nontrivial influence on derivatives prices. The latter tends to affect the 

underlying security's future prices as well. 

In response to the lacking of flexibility for most SV models. we intend to 

present a more generai framework that is free of any tùnctionaI form for the condi- 

tional variance process. We wilI cal1 this as a genedized stochastic volatility model 

(GSV). A necessary approximation - state space discretization. is needed. Such 

treatment would correct most of the probIems mentioned above. but it seems worth 

losing a certain degree of efficiency. 



Discovered over three decades ago and having been extensively used in com- 

munication system, the hidden Markov model (HMM) (Wonharn 1965. Elliott. Ag- 

goun and Moore 1995, EAM hereafter) seems to provide an adequate framework in 

which estimation and inference cm be conducted for the discretized GSV model. The 

HMM itself serves well as an independent class of time series model. It is surpnsing, 

however, to see there are few applications to modeling asset renims. An excegtion is 

Elliott, Lahaie and Madan'' (1997). The switching regime model of Hamilton ( 1988) 

bears extreme resemblance of HMM. They are basically different variations for dif- 

ferent needs with the same motivation. For this chapter per se, we will only focus on 

HMM. 

This chapter will be organized as follows. In section 3.2. we will present a 

generalized stochastic volatility model. and introduce the discretization strategy that 

directly leads to a hidden Markov specification. In section 3.3. we will devote a 

fair amount of volume to introduce the estimation procedures of the hidden Markov 

model. Section 3.4 will investigate the empirical performance of HMM and section 

3.5 wiI1 condude this chapter. 

ElIiott et ai.( 1997) rreat the observeci stock prices as the m e  pnces with additive noises (whiie the 
true prices are regardeci as unobservable, and hence can be viewed as hidden states), and euamine the 
implication on option pices which depend on the m e  stock prices. They find improved performance 
of BIack-Sholes model by alleviating the volatiIity srnile effect correspondhg to strike prices. 



3.2 A Generalized Stochastic VolatiIity Mode1 

SV models. like the one used by Hull and White (1987), have the following continu- 

ous tirne specification 

dWi - dCVP = pdt. (3.3) 

Where St is the variable under modeling such as stock price. stock retums or interest 

rate. and CC;. CV; are Markovian processes. Equation (3.1 ) and (3 2)  speciS d i f i -  

sion processes for the observation and state process respectively. while (3.3) gives 

a necessary contemporaneous correlation that would count the 'leverage effect' that 

exists in most financial tirne senes. 

Since al1 financial time series data are observed discretely, to estimate para- 

meters involved or to do inference a stanùard procedure for econometricians is to 

approxirnate the continuous time model by a discrete time counterpart. Before we 

d i scw generaiization to SV model, it would be easier for us to jump directly to dis- 

crete time models. leaving aside those issues related to the approximation. 

The discrete time parallel of Hull and White's model is 



Note that al1 the parameters in (3.1 ') and (3 2') have a tirne subscript, which 

indict that t h e  varying parameters might be desirable in certain circurnstances. for 

instance some researchers rnight want to add in a mean reverting structure in this 

model. 

Nurnerous variations of this model have been proposed. e.g. Jchson and 

Shanno (1 987), Scott (1987), Wiggins ( 1987), Chesney and Scon ( 1992). Stein and 

Stein (1 991), Melino and Turnbull (1 990), and Heston (1 993) arnong others. These 

models share the same feature-their volatility processes are al1 of the so-called 

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type. 

The obvious reason for these choices is their tractability. However. Iimiting 

one's attention to a small c lass of tractable modeis would sigmûcantly undermine the 

flexibility of SV modeling, and the chance of rnisspecification would be very large. 

Since the volatility is not directly observed, a chosen structure for volatility process, 

along with the innovation distribution jointly detennines the observation process. 

The only freedom left to an econometrician is to choose fkom a set of parameters. 

Furthemore, information loss in such modeling is possible concerning the recovery 

of transition probability for the volatility process because it is intuitively very sen- 



sitive to such parameterization. We al1 know this is a nontrivial problem in pncing 

derivatives. Such limitation is evidently for the ARCH models. which prompts Bates 

(1995) to point out that 'al1 (ARCH-based) models over predicted observed option 

prices. and had substantial moneyness- and maturity-related biases.' 

Andersen (1 994) introduced the stochastic autoregressive variance (SARV) cIass 

of models in which the conditional variance (or volatility) is a function of state vari- 

able: the latter follows an autoregressive Markov process. That is by far the most 

general parametric model, yet the parametric form for the state process still has the 

same aforementioned limitation, and there is no guideline on how to choose the func- 

tional fonn relating conditional variance and States. 

Alternatively. a very general specification c m  b e  given to the conditional vari- 

ance process; narnely, instead of giving a parametnc fùnctional to the volatility 

process, we can make the following assumptions: 

Assumption 1. The volatility follows a homogenous Markov process . with 

a support boundary (O,+=). Le. there exists a conditional distribution function 

F(& 1 s 10:) that is independent of t h e  t .O 

Assumption 2. There exists a positive value U such that JO,, a'dF is negligi- - 

ble. 

The two assumptions are both of empirical consideration and theoretical conve- 

nience. Empirically, whatever SV model we use, we seldom find extreme volatility 



estimates that are statistically si@cant. Theoretically, the non-negativeness is a 

naturai constraint to impose on the volatility process. 

Assumption 1 seems to be very restrictive at the first glance. but is actually a 

lot more general than it appears. For instance, those so-called Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 

type volatility process widely used in Hull and White (1987). Melino and Turnbull 

(1990). among othen, al1 fa11 into this category. The latter statement is supported by 

the following existence theorem, cf. Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard ( 1998): 

Theorem 4 Let p be a characteristic fincrion of a randum variable x. I f x  is self- 

decomposable, i. e.. if 

d C )  = Y ( c C ) V C ( C )  (3 -4) 

for al1 C E R and all c E ( O .  l), then there exists a srationary stochasric pmcess x ( t )  

and a Levyprocess z ( t )  such rhar x ( t )  = L  x and 

for a// X > 0. 

Conversely, if x ( t  ) is a stationary stochasiic process and r ( t ) is a Levy prucess 

L such that x ( t )  = x .  then x is self-decomposable.R 

This existence theorem guarantees that an Omstein-Uhlenbeck type volatility 

process will have a distribution b c t i o n  like the one in assumption 1. The class of 

distributions satisQing assumption 1, however, are far broader than the class of self- 



decomposable distributions. In this sense, we can cal1 assumption 1 as a generalized 

stochastic volatility model(GSV). 

Once assumption 1 is established, a two-step procedure to discretize the volatil- 

ity process can be taken. 

Step 1. Divide the effective sarnple space (0,U]29 into !V equal length cells and 

take the middle value of each cell as the representative volatility estimates. denote by 

an !V x 1 vector C. 

Step 2. Rank those representative volatility estimates and transform the ranked 

values into vertices of an orthonormal ( N  - 1)-dimensional simplex. Le.. choose a 

mapping f : C - S,, such that X = J(CJ = e,. where SSy = {el .  es .+.. e x } .  

e, = (0 ..... 0, 1.0 ..... 0)' E RN.i = 1. .... iV. 

After the discretization treatment, the transformed discrete time volatility process 

can be written in form of 

with the innovation K,I consists of an independent increment KT+, and discretiza- 

tion error Dt+l.  The discretization error is obviously uncorrelated to al1 past infor- 

mation and can be made arbitrarily smail by making finer discretization (in exchange 

of adding more parameters in the model). The whole innovation term can be viewed 

' The lower b o n d  O is excluded because a proces with zero variance/voIatility is non-stochastic. 
A non-stochastic process is of no interest in this context. 



as a martingale increment(vigorous proof seems to be possible). There is a natual 

interpretation for the maaix A, namely the transitional probability matrix. 

In addition to (3.9, we add the observation process 

with o (S )  = (C. X). The drift c(&) is left with extra flexibility to choose any 

possible functional form. 

Equation (3.5) and (3.6) now form a state-space representation for the gen- 

eraiized stochastic volatility model. It is a generalized model in the sense that the 

volatility process it approxirnates can be of any fùnctional form so long as it is ho- 

mogeneous. The discretized syaem consisting of (3.5) and (3.6) is precisely one 

type of  hidden Markov model, i.e. the discrete state HMM with continuous range 

O bse~ations. 

There are several obvious nice features conceming this HMM modeL some of 

hem mi@ serve for this model as advantage over other models 

1) The volatility process is a relative generai one: it eases the consuaints that 

are faced by other SV models. 

2) The transitionai probability can be directly recovered; this will serve dkct ly  

for those purposes such as option pricing that concem about these parameters. 

3) There is no oeed to wony about possible negative values for volatility. 



4) The discretization treatrnent, in principle, can recover the true transitional 

probability as accurate as needed on one hand, i.e.. as N - z; on the other hand. 

it serves as a special swiiching Markov model (Hamilton 1989) that could provide 

enough mixing with fairly tractable small value iV. 

Before using this model to estimate exchange rates, we will introduce the the- 

oretical results of estimation and Forecast of the hidden Markov model. These results 

can al1 be found in E A M  (1995). 

3.3 The Hidden Markov Model(HMM) 

3.3.1 Model specification 

The univariate HMM with finite and discrete States but continuous range observations 

is the following Markovian system 

= &Yt + Kt,. 

yt+1 = c ( X )  + a(X)w,+1.  

Following EAM( 1999, the following specifications are in order: 

i) X : N x 1 is the unobservable (hidden) state variable. takes values fiom a 

finite set of unit vectors 

SdY = {el. e2' .... e N } !  ei = (0. .... 0, 1. O. .... O)' E R". 



Where in ei, ody the i -th element is 1 an O elsewhere. Also assume that either -Yo, 

or E(X& or its distribution is given. 

i )  V : AT x 1 w : 1 x 1 are both martingale increments. both are i.i.d.. with 

w - Y(O.1). and mutually uncorrelated. 

iii)A : N x IV is defined as a transition matrix with element 

a,, = P(&+l =e,(Ft) = P(,Y,,l =e,lXt = e , ) .  (3.9) 

where Ft is the filtration defined over the a-field generated by al1 past states and up 

to time t observations of y, as well as the completion of this 0-field. 

iv) The functions c ( - )  and a(-) have linear functional form as 

c(X) = (C! X) . a(X) = (C. .Y). (3.10) 

where (.,.) denotes inner product, and both C and E are N x 1 parameter vectors. 

Estimation of the parameters can be done through a changing of probability 

measure and employing the Expectation Maximization algorithm (EM). Here we bor- 

rowed heavily the main results frmn E.4M ( 1995 ). 

3.3.2 Estimation and Re-estimation 

Empirical treatment of HMM involves three main procedures-changing the proba- 

bility measure, recursive estimation of states and observations, and re-estimation of 

parameters. Below we will introduce them in the form of three theorerns. Proofs cm 

be found at EAM (1995) and will not be quoted here. 
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Let $(-) by the probability distribution function of standard normal. Define 

Ak = nf.,Ai~ k 2 1; and no = 1 .  (3.12) 

A new probability measure P is defined by setting the Radon-Nikodym derivative 

( d F / d ~ ) l . &  = Ar. 

The existence of P follows from Kolmogorov Extension Theorem. 

Theorem 5 (Change of measzrre. lemma 4.1 and 4.2 of Erlibll lf tmder P. w 

i . i . d .X(O .1 ) .  then under P. yk .V i.i.d.!V(O. 1). 

Conversely, i f  under P. yk - i . i .d.N(O. 1 ) .  rhen under P with ( d ~ / d P )  13, = 

- 
Ai, = A*'. w - i . i .d.N(O. 1).0 

Denote Hk, k = O. 1. ... as any Fk -a&pted process. Its filtered estimations 

conditional on the fiitraîion Fk are reiated in the following way under the two prob- 

ability measures. by the Conditional Bayes Theorem (see Appendix) 

E[&IFk] = Ë [ K H ~ I F ~ ] / Ë [ A ~ F ~ ] ,  (3.14) 

where the expectation si@ Ë corresponding to the probability measure P. while E 

to P. 

Before stating the next theorem, we need the foliowing short-handed notations 



T t ( y k )  
o((Y~ - ~ ) / f l t )  e,. i = 1. . B .  .Y. 

f l I d ( ! / k )  

1 = (1.1.. .. 1)'. N x 1 vector. 

With (3.1 6 )  and (3.1 7) related by 

Theorem 6 (Recursive esfimurion, Theorern 5.3 EAM). Suppose Hk is a scaiar Fk- 

adapred process with the jo flowing forrn 

with Vkçt as de@ed in (8). n (scalm), 9 ( N  x 1 vector) and 5 (scdar) os Fk- 

predicrable scalar processes. Then 



where a, = Aei. 17 

The result shown in (3.20) is a very general one. For the purposc of estimating 

system (3.8) and (3 -9). the following recunive estimators denved directly tiom (3 20)  

are important to point out. Notice that in each category below we have two results. 

with the first one as the fiitered (out of sample ) estimator and the second as the 

smoothed (in sample) estimator. 

( 1 ) Estimators for the state 

(2) Estimaton for the number of jumps 



Where J z  is defined as the number of jumps from state r to state s in between two 

consecutive time points up to time m. 

(3)  Estimators of the occupation time 

iv 

rm.k+i(oL) = C{(~rn.k(o&)< r i ( g k + i ) ) a i -  k I m- 
i=l  

Where O& as the occupation time o f  state r up to time m is defined as 

0; G C (&. e,) . 

(4) Estimators of the observation process 

N 

Y ~ . L + ~ ( K ( Y ) )  = C { ( ~ r n , k ( ~ ( y ) ) ?  r i ( y k + t ) ) a i ?  k > m. (3 -38) 
i=l  

The observation process % ( y )  is defined as 



Now we can finally tum to the Expectation Maximization (EM) pararneter rees- 

tirnation algorithm. HMM adopts a multipass parameter estimation algorithm to rees- 

timate the parameters involved in the signal-noise system (3.8) and (3.9). In other 

words. the EM algorithm maxirnizes the Radon-Nikodym derivative (3.12) subject to 

certain parameter space. Given some initial values for the parameters of interest, this 

algorithm will update these parameter values optimally. We wili state the updating 

d e  in the following theorem. 

Theorem 7 (E'Mparatneter reestirnation) Given the ibfatkovian system (8) and 19). 

rvirh E jked and initial paramefer values .4 = {a,,. r. s = 

{c. r = 1. . .. , Ji} the parameter estimates for the n m  ireration, 

3.4 Empirical Application 

1. .... Y) and C = 

denoted by A, are 

(3 .B) 

To demonstrate the usability of HMM as an approximation to a generaiized SV 

model, the first step we take is to model the exchange rates. The reasons in this 



choice are the following: data availability; more importantly, exchange rates usu- 

ally exhibit relatively less empirical anomalies. such as there is no or little leverage 

effect, which translates into relative simply drift procêss and volatility process. As 

previously mentioned. HMM rnight allow more flexible specifications. but that would 

require extra effort. As for this moment. we tend to choose the easier one. 

The study objective throughout this section is the rate of r e m  of holding for- 

eign currency in a period. multiplied by a factor of 100. Specifically. let F, be the 

t-th observation in an exchange rate series. Then t-th rate of change. corresponding 

to equation (3.6), is defined as 

It is here stressed that, whenever we mention exchange rate in this section. we are 

actually referring to its rate of change. 

In order ta lirnit the scope of this study, we witl only use six exchange rate 

series. Le. Canadian dollar vs. US dollar (CADIUSD), French Franc (CADERF). 

Deutsche Mark (CADDEM), Italian Lira (CAD/ITL). Japanese Yen (CAD/IPY) and 

British Pound (CADfGBP). Al1 exchange rate data are weekly observations. 

To evaluate the performance of HMM model, we wivill adopt two approaches- 

the absolute approach and the relative approach. The former will be to done through 

specification tests; the latter will be accomplished by a comparative study. A nature 



candidate for comparative study is the GARCH model. based on its extrerne popular- 

ity and success. 

Following West and Cho (1993), a set of specification tests is designrd CO ex- 

amine the performance of HMM. These are airned to test the assurnption that the 

estimated residuals shodd be normal i.i.d. As we mentioned above, HMM serves as 

an approximation rather than an exact model, the test results should be interpreted 

with some caution. 

A GARCH( 1.1 )-M model is estirnated for each exchange rate series. The eval- 

uation criterion is also directly based on model specification. Since the underpinning 

assurnption of both HMM and GARCH is that the corresponding disturbance is i.i.d. 

nomal. Ljung-Box statistics for estimated residuals (norrnalized by conditional vari- 

ance) of various horizons would be good criterion to evaluate which modei are closer 

to give normal residuals. We will directly compare the Ljung-Box statistics. 

3.4.1 The Data 

nie data used here is Bank of Canada's unadjusteci Qily (average noon) spot rate. 

in number of Canadian dollars per foreign currency, fiom CANSIM database. The 

endpoint of each series is uniformly chosen to be May 28. 1998. Though the daily 

observations are available, to circumvent problems caused by missing observations 

due to weekends and holidays. we choose a horizon of a week. Therefore. the number 

of observations used in this chapter is 23 1 for each of the series. 



In al1 subsequent tables, we will omit the "CAD" symbol and use the coun- 

terpart country to denote the exchange rate series. e.g. FRF will now stand for 

CAD/FRF exchange rates. 

Table 3.1 summarizes the statistics of these time series. It is somehow surpris- 

ing that each senes exhibit sorne distinct feature. From the kurtosis statistics we c m  

see that CAD/JPY series e.xhibit the largest excess kurtosis, while at the other end of 

spectnun. CADLJSD senes exhibit much less. The Ljung-Box statistics show that 

in CADERF, CADlDEM and CADATL senes the correlations exist in squares (QS) 

are more severe than those in levels (Q); however. in CAD/JPY. and CADIGBP series 

correlations in levels and in squares are almost at the same magnitude; CADRISD 

series stands alone, with much larger correlations exist in levels. In addition. the 

CADNSD senes is most stable with the smallest variance. 

3.4.2 Empirical Results 

The hidden Markov mode1 proposed in this chapter uses a discretiration method. 

There coufd be infinite n u m k  of ways tu mipiement this. To keep it at a manageable 

level. we used the following approximation strategy. First, calculate the standard 

deviation for each series, Say Bi, i = 1. .. . .6. Second, set the support boundary for 

conditional standard deviation to be around (0. 2ai], the support boundary could be 

adjusted when needed. Third, divide the interval (0, 2ai] into I O  cells in roughly 



equal length and chose the middle values as the elements of x. as illustrated in 

section 3.1 . 

Table 3.2 gives the estimation results for transitional probability matrix and the 

drift parameters for the CADNSD series. Each of the fint 10 columns represents one 

column of Â and sums to 1. Corresponding to each state, the eleventh row gives the 

estimated conditional mean for exchange rates, and the last row lists the pre-selected 

standard deviation (volatility) for those States. Those vacant entries represent values 

not significant up to the fourth decimal point. 

To put the matrix A into perspective, take colurnn 1 for exarnple. the estimated 

values Say if the current state is with volatility 0.1, then in the next period. there is 

49.9% chance it will jump to the state with volatility of 0.3. 50% chance it will jump 

to state with volatility of 0.6. and so on. 

The transitional probability matrix reveals some rich features for the volatiiity 

process. For the CADRISD series, first it is relative sparse. indicating next period 

volatility rnay not follow a continuous distribution around the current volatility level. 

some state never occurred, such as state 9 (with volatility 0.9); second. jumps ap- 

peared rather irregularly, which rnay indicate there is no suitable known distribution 

to describe the volatility process. 

Table 3.3 gives the summary statistics for al1 six filtered residuals. The Ljung- 

Box statistics of these residual estimates will be reported in Table 3.7 in Subsection 

3.4-4. Table 3 4 reports summary statistics for the six smoothed residual estimates. 



One could conjecture that the smoothed estimates of states can provide a feasi- 

ble way to extract ex post volatility, however. its application remains to be explored 

in the fûture research. But for forecasting purpose, the smoothed estimates are of 

little value. On this reason. we will pay most attention to the filtered estimates - 

the specification tests and cornparison study are al1 conducted with respect to filtered 

estimates. 

3.4.3 Specification Tests 

Following Newey and West (1992), West (1993). West and Cho (1902). we design 

12 orthogorrality tests on various moments of each estimated residual series. h o n g  

these tests, the two based on the third and the fourth moments cm also serve as 

nomality tests. Using generalized rnethod of moments (GMM). inference can be 

drawn in the sarne fashion as West and Cho (1992). For clarification purpose. we 

will outline the asymptotic procedure we used as follows. 

Under suitable regularity condition. if gt is a zero mean and covariance station- 



Suppose that gt is a fiction of some parameter of interest, say 3. and that 3 is 

estimated by setting T-' CL, gi = O. a straight fonvard Taylor series expansion 

qument y ields 

~ ' " ( , b  - 8) 5 N ( 0 .  V). 

For detailed arguments, see Hansen (1982) for stationary case. also see White ( 1984). 

Gallant and White ( 1988) for parailel arguments concerning cases when g, is nonsta- 

tionary. 

In this context, we will take the first four orthogonality conditions for example 

to illustrate how we use the above tiamework. Let et be the filtered residual, define 

and also define 



~ ' " ( , h  - 3) N ( O .  S). 

s = C r,. r, = ~ g , g ; .  

The estimates of S we used here is suggested by Newey and West(1987) 

The L value in above formula is determined by a data dependent automatic rule that 

has certain asymptotic optimality (Newey and West. 1992). Specifically. let n be the 

integer part of .L(sample size/100)~:~ (So n = 5 for CADNSD series and n = 4 for 

remaining senes), also let 1 = ( 1, . . ., 1)' with the same dimension as J. 2, = l'f',~. 

s'O) = ;io + 2 C;=, 5,. 2'') = 2 ET=, jW,. Then L is set to the integer part of 

1 . 1 ~ 7 { i ( ~ ) / i ( ~ ) } ~ ' ~  {sample size) I l3 .  

Table 3.5 reports the specification test results The second column lists those 

12 tests. Test 1 to 4 examine the first four moment conditions for a standard normal 

distribution. Test 5 to 8 ver@ whether there are significant autocorrelation exin in 



levels between the relevant observation and its first four legs. To limit the scope of 

this snidy. we do not go further. Finally test 9 to 12 investigate the sarne relations 

for the squared residuals. Entries in column 3 to 7 report the rstimatèd values. i.e. 

T-L CL, R,'s. with Newey-West standard errors (i.e. square root of the diagonal 

elements of covariance matrix s/T) in parentheses. 

To see how the HMM has done, we can perform the same tests on the six 

original exchange rate senes and compare the results. In equation (32). let ij and <r2 

be the sarnple mean and sample variance of {y,), define 

Table 3.6 gives the specification test results on the six de-meaned and standardized 

(ut  } series. 

The specification test results show that the correlations existed in levels and 

squares are almost gone. HMM modeling performs extremely well on the CADRISD 

series. This result may have something to do with the economic £Ùndamental of this 

series because the two economies are well integrated and the currency market is more 

efficient information wise. this fact in hxm may lead to a less volatile exchange rate 

senes comparing to other series, as evident in Table 3.1. The ovemll results are 

very promising; though there are still some problems associated with the second and 

fouth moments and require M e r  examination. 



3.4.4 HMM VS. GARCH(1,l)-M 

As commented above. comparison of HMM model with GARCH(I.l)-M would pro- 

vide a way to evaluate the performance of HMM. Beside the HMM estimation, we 

estimate each exchange rate series with a GARCH( 1,l )-M model with the following 

forrn 

The estimation is done by using a BHHH algorithm to maximize the likelihood func- 

tion. Table 3.7 lists the estirnated parameten for each exchange rate series. with 

standard errors in parentheses. 

Furthemore, the estirnated gros  are the objective of the following comparison 

study. We calculate the Ljung-Box statistics for both the Et 's in GARCH(I.1)-M 

model and the &,'s in HMM for horizons of 12 and 24. in levels as weii as in squares, 

Results are posted in Table 3.8. 

The resdts show that, for CADFRF, CADIDEM, CAD/GBP and CAD/USD 

series, HMM wïth I O  discrete -tes outperforms GARCH(l.l)-M. Cornparison CADATL 

and CAD/JPY series. with mked results- for CADATL series, HMhI does berter in 

modeling second moment correlations but poorer in modeling the first moment cor- 

relations than GARCH model, which may suggest that the drift structure specified 



in this chapter is ovenimplified (same problem arises in CADRJSD series. though 

HMM does better than GARCH there); for CADIJPY series, there are no discemible 

difference in performance for these MO models. 

3.5 Conclusion and Further Remarks 

Theoretically the generalized stochastic volatility model provides a much more re- 

laxed volatility strucrure than those of existing models. The hidden Markov model 

as an approximation to GSV can bring the much-needed tractabiiity. Combination 

of these two features could provide a way to show what potential distribution that 

the conditional second moments of tirne series follow by estimating the transitional 

probability matrix. rather than choosing a volatility structure ex ante. as people have 

been doing in the past. Empirically it demonstrates some superiority in modeling the 

exchange rates over the well-accepted GARCH model. 

The advantages of the generalized stochastic volatility model corne from the 

fact that mitional probability matrix is not constrainted in any way. It is thus totally 

left for the historical data to deterrnine through estimation process. Such a modeling 

strategy is in full accord with the essence of time series analysis, i.e. whatever fits 

best is the best. 

The obvious importance of this kind of modeling is to relieve researches fiom 

model selection burden. However, it is too early to assess other advantages. Many 

aspects of this model remain to be studied in the future. Application wise. more 



sophisticate structure could potentially improve performance; applying HMM on un- 

derlying secwity prices could make tests of the efficiency of derivative markets possi- 

ble. The accuracy of HMM approximating a stochastic volatility mode1 with specific 

volatility structure still needs vigorous examination. 

3.A The Conditional Bayes Theorem 

Suppose (R.F. P )  is a probability space and Ç c .F is a sub-n-field. Suppose P is 

another probability measure absolutely continuous with respect to P and with Radon- 

Nikodym derivative d P / d P  = A. Then if & is any P integrable random variable. it 

is aiso P integrable and the conditional expectation of O under the two probability 

rneasures are related in the following way: 

Proof. (See Theorem 3.2 and its proof in EAM(1995). 



Conclusion 

In this thesis we attempt to answer two questions. 

1. Whether mean revenion evidence of terni premia embodied in the T-bill yields 

is consistent with the expectation theory. With allowance of time varying risk premia. 

we find that the factor-based time series model can indeed predict term premia with 

rnean reversion property, reconciling the evidence with expectation theory. 

2. Whether asymmetric tax treatment contribute to the fonvord-futures spreads 

in a dual-market setting with cash and futures market of T-bills. We find ovenvhelrning 

evidence against taxes' role in the pricing of futures contracts. Even if tkere are in- 

veston who are piaying the tax arbitrage game, the effect certainly did not show up in 

the equilibrium prices. With vimially al1 types of market imperfection examined, the 

remaining expianation seems in favor of the market segmentation hypothesis. There 

are however. more questions emerge than answered. To examine the market segmenta- 

tion hypothesis, friture contract volume and T-bill volume data seem to be more usefil. 

It therefore ~emains for future snidy to show whether these transaction volume data if 

available at all, would be supportive to the market segmentation hypothesis. 

We also attempt to develop an application based on the Hidden Markov Mode1 

to provide a simple way to model the stochastic volatility process. Given the limited 

midy tirne, this infant-stage trial seems to be moderately successful. More vigorous 

examination of various aspects of this model remains to be done in the fûture. 
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Table 1.1 Descriptive S iatistics 

yield to maturiry 
qk 

k mean std dev mean std dev 

excess returns 
K + I k  

fonvard spread 
FSL 



Table 1.2 Return Regression Coefficients 

ihe entries below are the estimated values of 6, 



I t l  

Table 1.3 

Panel A) Factor setection: I statistics and cntical values 

- -- 

Panel B) Estimate. GARCH(1 , 1)-M coefficients for five factors 

.O250 
(S. 44) 

II panel C) Descriptive statistics for the estimated factors series II 





Table 1.5 Return Regression Coefficients on RESID; 

1 RESID,' = 6, + I ,  RES1Q-,,' + t ,  

ihe entries below are the estirnated values of 6, 



Table 2.1. Key Provisions of the U.S. Fcderal Long Term Capital Gains Tax, 1976-1992 

Date Holding period Inclusion rate Losses deductible Loss deductible MTR* on MTR on 
limit LT Cap. Gains AGI*. 

Nota: MTR-maximum tax ratt on perurnal income. 
e*AGtajusttd gros tncornc. 
*** t2-month long tcnn qtmlification holding pcriod appiys to assets purchascd kfort mid-1984. 
a-monrtraQQtlcsm~nns~*mid-t98?.  

Sources: Kraft and Weiss(1998). Potch and Weisknncr( 1998). Lindscy(1987). and Whittmburg and Whittingtan( 1982). 



Table 2.2. Key Provisions of the U.S. FederaI Long Term Capital Gains Tax, 
Applicable to Regulated Futures Contracts(RFC), 1976-1992 

Date Holding period Inclusion rate Loss deductible L o s  deductible MTR on WC's 
(months) k l (%) k2(%) limit (%) 

1976 6 50 50 S 1 O00 3 0 

*Under the Economic Rccovcry Tax Act of 1981.11 rcgulated tiitures contracts arc rcquind to mark-to-market at ycar 

en& holding pcriod rcquirement is no longer mcaningful. 

m m  Gains/losscs rcsultcd h m  disposing(cxcept for shon sclling and hcdging) rcguiatcd futures contncu arc maicd as 

if 60% arc long-tcrm and 40% art short-term. Hcncc gains a h  ofnttting capital lossa arc addcd m ordinary income 

at a rate of 0.4*0.6.t0.4=640/0. 

**.i.b.i.d.. Losses must be net lossu(aftcr ofktting al1 capital gains, both shon tmn and long tcm; also subjccr to foss 

deduction limit 

Sowces: );raft and Weiss(1998). Potcrba and Wcisbc~cr( 1998). Lindscy(l987), Arak(l983), and Whittcnburg and 

Whittington(l982). 



Table 23. Unit root test results on forward rates series 
and forward-futures spread series 

Contract Fomard ntg FF Swerds 
no trend mnd P no trend trend P 

-3.1886 -2.9999 O -2.2775 -2.7619 

Avtrane 'fRA86 S ~ m d s  
no trend trend P 

0.74875 -1.6184 1 



'Table 2.4. Cointcgrrtion Test Results 



Table 2.5. Unit roots test for CARCH(p,q) Errors 



Table L6. Estimated patrmerer bued on rrgrrrsoc FF-Spreads 

crnrr 80 81 al rJ (I b 1 11 b2 fl I 
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13444 
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1 2671 
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10681 
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15836 
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I 6622 
Mbos 
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I U  02 
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2W.M 
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f 2328 
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1 7437 
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I 7431 
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l as9 
6664 

1 3384 
l6a 75 
1 2667 
178 16 



Mcan 
Std Dcviation 
Skewness 
Kiirtosis' 
Q1ZZ 
Q24 
QS 12' 
QS24 

Table 32, HMM estimates for scattd CADAJSD cxchrngc rote r t t u m  serits 

Panel A. ï h e  trrnsitional arobibilih matris l& 

Pand B. The estimate driiî nanmetet  for ucb state (6 

Panel. C. Tbe arruwodinn statevohdtitv vcctor ( Y) 



Table 3.3. Sumrnary statistics for filtered residuals 
DEM GBP FRF ITL JPY USD 

-- - 

Mean -0.0 1 1 -0.008 -0.0 19 -0.0 13 0.0 1 0.009 
Std. Deviation t ,235 1 .309 1.229 1 .144 1.52 0.507 
Skewness 0.054 0.106 O. 174 0.1 15 0.864 -0.179 
Kurtosis 0.508 0.234 0.657 1.168 2.302 0.024 

Table 3.4. Summary statistics for smoothed residuals 
DEM CBP FRF JPY USD ITL - -- - . - . . . - -- -- 

Mean 
Std Deviation 
S kewness 
Kurtosis' 
Q 12z 
424 
QS 12' 
4524 

Notes: 1. Kurtmis for standard normaI is O. 
2. Ljting-Box fQ-) Statistics for levels (wirh the number idicating number of legs) 

3. Ljung-Box fQ-) Statistics for squoces. 



Table 3.5. Specification tests on filtered residuals 
U R ,  )=O DEM GBP FRF ITL JPY USD 

-0.0 1 1 
(0.079) 

0.518 
(0.155) 

0.052 
(0.5 14) 

5.000 

( 1 3 0 )  
-0.028 

(O. 1 13) 
-0.032 

(0.100) 
0.005 

(0.097) 
0.07 

(O. 124) 
O. 1 O7 

(0.343) 
0.596 

(0.44 1 ) 
-0.184 

(0343) 
0.746 

(0.423) 

-0.008 
(0.076) 

0.705 

(0.163) 
O. 194 

(0.527) 

6300 

( 1.886) 
-0.07 1 

(0.109) 
-0.125 

(0.1 14) 
-0.049 

(0.101) 
-0.149 

(O. 107) 
027 1 

(O .258) 
0.624 

(0.525) 
0.267 

( 0 3  10) 
0.909 

(0.791) 

-0.0 19 
(0.083) 

0.505 

(O. 161) 
0.232 

(0.624) 

5.162 
(2.160) 

0.088 
(0.109) 

0.007 
(0.1 OS) 

0.044 
(0.079) 

0.055 
(0.099) 

0.326 
(0.647) 

0.239 
(O ,354) 
-0.187 
(03 14) 

0.8 15 
(0.473) 

-0.0 13 
(O .OSO) 

0303 

(0.147) 

0.1 17 
(0.624) 

3.977 

(2.145) 
-0.028 

(O. 102) 
0.1 18 

(0.089) 
-0.008 

(0.079) 
0.184 

(0.074) 
0.183 

(0.259) 
-0.1 O9 

(O. 158) 
0.057 

(Q374) 
-0.293 

(0.1 74) 

-0.005 
(0.078) 

0.54 1 

(0.197) 
1.718 

(0.900) 
8.526 

(4.419) 
-0.1 1 

(0.094) 
0.0 17 

(O. 103) 
0.094 

(0.074) 
0.049 

(0.098) 
O. 157 

(0.347) 
0.253 

(0.350) 
-0.643 

(0354) 
0.286 

(0.393) 

- - . .- . - 

0.0 17 
(0.064) 
-0.004 

(O. 101) 

-0.126 
(0.2 14) 

-0.038 
(0.70 1) 
-0.088 

(0.076) 
0.157 

(0.070) 
-0.192 

(0.073) 
0.09 1 

(0.058) 
o. 144 

(0.1 74) 
0.071 

(O. 114) 
0.165 

(0.206) 
0.069 

(O. 154) 

Notes: 1. Standard errors in parenthesis. 2. Highlightedfigures am ssign~fmmt ut 95% id 



Table 3.6. Specification tests on scaled, de-meaned and standardized exchange rate series 
DEM GBP FRF ITL J f Y  

- .  
USD 

0.017 
(0.037) 

-O. JO9 

(0.06 1) 
0.04 

(O. 128) 
- t .y87 

(0.243) 
-0.0 18 

(0.036) 
-0.065 

(0.033) 
-0.057 

(0.030) 
-0.058 

(0.034) 
O. 176 

(0.080) 
0.145 

(0.072) 
0.1 17 

(0.068) 
O. 116 

(0.077) 

-0.0 14 
(0.059) 

-0341 

(0.049) 
0.062 

(0.1 18) 
-1 -92.1 

(O. 1 72) 
0.047 

(0.046) 
0.05 

(0.050) 
-0.006 

(0.033) 
0.056 

(0.04 1 ) 
0.096 

(0.048) 
0.075 

(0.056) 
0.09 

(0.05 1) 
0.097 

(0.046) 

-0.007 
(0.055) 

-0.377 

(0.054) 
-0.02 1 

(0.092) 
-2.044 

(O. 134) 
-0.0 1 1 

(0.049) 
0.064 

(0 .O44) 
-0.02 1 

(0.042) 
0.074 

(0.04 1 ) 
0.205 

(0.045) 
0.1 17 

(0.054) 
O. 148 

(0.065) 
O. 145 

(0.053) 

-0.026 
(0.040) 

-0398 

(0.045) 
0.039 

(0.1 00) 
-1.944 

(O. 1 72) 
-0.0 16 

(0.029) 
-0.052 

(0.024) 
-0.0 18 

(0.03 1 ) 
-0.0 16 

(0.032) 
O. 143 

(0.050) 
0.157 

(0.046) 
0.097 

(0.052) 
0.124 

(0.047) 

Notes: 1. Srandord errors in parenthesk 2. Highlighredfigwes am sign$cunt at 95% /me1 



Table 3.7. Estimated parameters from fitting a GARCH(1,l)-M mode1 to exchange 
rate series 

DEM CBP FRF ITL JPY USD 
-- ----- 

0.1 18 
(0.37) 
-0.1 

(0.53) 

0.084 
(O. 14) 

0.786 
(0.27) 

0.047 
(0.06) 

0.006 
(0.48) 

0.089 
(0.8 1 ) 

0.3 16 
(0.46) 

0.346 
(O. 82) 

0 .O97 
(O. 12) 

Note: Standard errors in parenthesis 

Table 3.8. Cornparisonof Ljung-Box test statistics on residuals from HMM and GARCH-M(1,l) 
mode1 

DEM GBP FRF JPY USD lTL, -- 
kW4 QI2 1 1.45 1 t .95 11.4 18.04 14.49 2 1.32 

424 19.09 29.72 19.08 3 1.4 28.4 29.77 
QS12 13.99 9.66 10.73 6.26 11.31 13.15 
4524 24.58 14.78 17.88 1 1.73 15.71 2 1.88 

GARCH 412 14.8 1 18.27 12.2 1 12.88 16.04 20.59 
424 28.76 32.09 28.2 27.54 28.32 29.6 
QS 12 26.42 22.23 15.3 1 8.64 12.57 723 
QS24 36.78 3 1.69 23.85 24.35 15.5 17.4 1 



Figure 2.1. Fowar-futures spread in basis points, cross tax regime corn parison 

64 62 60 58 56 54 52 50 48 46 44 42 40 38 3ô 34 32 30 28 26 24 22 20 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 

Business diys I t f t  in mitarity 



Figure 2.2. Average difference of forward rates and subsequently realized spot rates, cross 
tax regime cornparison 

Business days Iefi in maturity 




